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BASIL and Helen Murray
are known as the unofficial
mayors of their Cambridge
street, and their community
spirit has seen them named
Clarence’s Neighbours of the
Year after receiving multiple
nominations from their
neighbourhood.
FULL STORY ON PAGE 2

Clarence Neighbours of the Year Helen and Basil Murray outside their Cambridge home
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Candice Gottschalk
Exceptional service, outstanding results
Candice Gottschalk
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Are you thinking of selling?
Contact Candice for a complimentary market appraisal of your property.
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Council News
CLARENCE CITY COUNCIL
Key decisions from the council meeting
held on Monday 21 March included:
• Approved development application for a
dwelling and outbuilding in Seven Mile
Beach subject to conditions.
• Endorsed the establishment of the South
East Region Jobs Hub Association Inc.
• Endorsed the replanting of trees, erection
of signage and offering of a reward for
information following significant tree
vandalism in Blessington Street, South Arm.
• Noted the recommendations of the
Review of Elected Members Workplace
Environment and referred them for further
discussion at an upcoming workshop.
• Approved to lease 142 Colebrook Road,
Richmond to the Hobart Model Aero Club
Inc.
• Carried a notice of motion to condemn
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and to explore
possible means of supporting those
adversely affected by the conflict.
• Carried a notice of motion to provide staff
support to councils in Queensland and New
South Wales facing recovery efforts in the
wake of recent floods.
• Carried a notice of motion to move the
Acknowledgement of Country to be the first
item on the agenda of each council meeting
and agreed to discuss replacing the council
prayer with a minute of quiet reflection at a
future workshop.
• Accepted Tender for Lindisfarne Oval
No. 1 irrigation and drainage design and
construction.
A meeting was also held on Monday 11 April,
with key decisions to be reported in the next
issue.

Upcoming council meeting dates:
2 May at 7pm. Members of the public are now
able to attend council meetings subject to
compliance with State Government COVID-19
regulations and council requirements. Due
to maximum density limits associated with
COVID-19, we are only able to accommodate a
maximum of 12 people in the public gallery.
Members of the public wishing to attend
will need to register via the online
booking system at www.ccc.tas.gov.au/
councilmeetingbookings. If you are unable
to access the internet or experience issues
with the booking system, you can contact our
Corporate Support team on either 6217 9523
or 6217 9524 who will be able to register for
you.
Deputations/public question time:
If you wish to make a deputation, please
contact the Corporate Support team on 6217
9523 or 6217 9524.
Questions on Notice are to be submitted in
accordance with Council’s Public Question
Time procedures (see council’s website for
information). Questions without notice may be
asked in person at the Council Meeting or as a
temporary measure during ongoing COVID-19
restrictions may be provided in writing to
clarence@ccc.tas.gov.au by 4pm on the day of
the meeting to be read out during the relevant
section of the agenda.

Find us on
Facebook

EVENTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Art exhibitions

For information on exhibitions currently
open to the public and available workshops,
visit www.clarenceartsandevents.net.

WORKS: APRIL-MAY 2022
Roads and footpaths
• Pothole repairs in various locations as
per inspections.
• Guidepost replacement continues
throughout the municipality.
• Kerb, gutter and pavement repairs in
preparation for the next reseal program.
• Construction of footpath on South Arm
Highway between Horsham Road and
Oakdowns Parade.
• Replacement of existing asphalt
footpath with exposed concrete at
Council Chambers.
• Construction of new footpaths on
Brookston Drive, Mornington.
• Road and stormwater upgrade at
Torrens Street, Richmond.
• Road reconstruction at Oakbank Road,
Otago.

Drainage
• Minor drainage works as required.
• Stormwater maintenance – various
locations.
• Constructing open drain adjacent to
Saxon Drive, Acton.
• Road and stormwater upgrade at
Torrens Street, Richmond.

Parks and Reserves
• Elevated work platform tree work –
various locations.
• Park maintenance as per established
maintenance schedules.

Natural Area Management
• Maintenance of walking tracks in natural
areas and Tangara Trail.
• Maintenance and management of
natural areas as per the various Natural
Area Management Plans.
• Maintenance of tracks as per recent
Safety Audit.
• Fuel reduction and heap burns as
required in natural areas as conditions
allow.
• Fuel reduction/fire break clearing
program.
• Verge and horse trail maintenance –
follow up works due to high growth
season.
• Clarence Mountain Bike Park track
modifications and upgrades (Meehan
Range).
• Mortimer Bay Coastal Reserve track
upgrades.
• Clarence Coastal Trail - upgrade
between Seven Mile Beach and Roches
Beach.

Facilities

• Meehan Range - installation of an
additional toilet (DDA compliant unit).
• Seven Mile Beach (Day Use Area #1) construction of a new DDA Compliant
public toilet.
For more information,
visit www.ccc.tas.gov.au
or call us on 03 6217 9500

The Eastern Shore Sun is your community monthly newspaper reaching
29,000 homes and businesses, distributed on the third week of each month.
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Basil and Helen’s neighbours nominated them for the award

Good neighbours become good friends
FROM FRONT PAGE

BASIL and Helen Murray
become Clarence’s
Neighbours of the Year
after receiving multiple
nominations from their
neighbourhood in
Cambridge.
At 81 years of age Basil
- who has been dubbed
the ‘unofficial Lord Mayor
of his street’ - is known
in his neighbourhood for
always lending a hand,
mowing the whole
street’s nature strips,
looking after neighbour’s
properties when they
are away, and always
stopping for a chat or
cup of tea.
Basil and Helen even
organise and host the
street’s annual Christmas

party, complete with
Santa and presents for
the street’s 15 children.
“We love doing
something at Easter,
Halloween and
Christmas for our
neighbours, in particular
for the younger ones,”
Helen said.
“We felt quite proud
to win the award, we
weren’t expecting it.”
Nicole Howard, who
nominated the couple
for the award, said she
simply couldn’t ask for
better neighbours.
"Basil and Helen are
just always around,
always up for a chat and
they know everyone in
our street,” she said.
“They are just really

ADVERTISEMENT

good people and
fantastic neighbours.”
The return of
Clarence City Council’s
Neighbourly Awards
this year saw an
influx of nominations
from community
members wanting to
recognise their standout neighbours across
Clarence.
Clarence Mayor
Doug Chipman said it
was fantastic to hear so
many stories of kind and
generous neighbours
across the municipality.
“There are a number
of ways we can reach out
to our neighbours and
build better connections
in the community,” he
said.
“These include simple
acts such as organising a

gathering of neighbours
for a barbecue, sharing
a game of sport, or
simply taking the time to
introduce yourself to a
new neighbour in your
street.”
“This all helps
in increasing the
connections that we have
within our community,
and I have to say I am
more than happy to note
Basil’s title as unofficial
mayor of his street!”
“The Neighbour Day
awards are a great way
to recognise the people
in our communities that
go that extra mile for the
people around them, and
it is always wonderful to
see communities coming
together and raising each
other up – just like Basil
and Helen.”

Liberal Member for Lyons MP

Thank you for your support
in re-electing me.

15 High Street, New Norfolk TAS 7140
(03) 6701 2170
GuyBarnettMP
guy.barnett@dpac.tas.gov.au
Authorised by Guy Barnett, 15 High Street, New Norfolk TAS 7140.
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John
Peers
(Alderman)
Clarence City
Council
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Richmond Fire Brigade mascot Archie Knibbe, 7, tries out the new maze with some members of the brigade

Get lost in amaze-ing Richmond
surrounds.
Six years in the
making, stage one of the
Amaze complex includes
a 1.2km hedge maze,
1.4km timber maze,
120-seat licensed café,
multi-purpose atrium,
visitor centre, providore,
and parking for 85 cars
and buses.
Stage two of
the development
is now under way,
and will include a
platypus sanctuary,
maze viewing tower,
children’s playground

and party room, gelato
parlour, cellar door
and commercial dining
facility.
Amaze Richmond is
being developed by The
A-MAZE-ING Group,
who say the project
will initially provide
employment for 25
Tasmanians, before stage
two adds a further 20
jobs.
With international
tourists now returning to
Tasmania post-COVID,
The A-MAZE-ING
Group’s Dean Coleman

thinks Amaze Richmond
will be a popular
destination.
“Our focus at Amaze
is on entertainment for
the entire family unit,”
he said.
“We know that postCOVID, families are
placing more emphasis
than ever on spending
quality time together.
“Combined with the
Coal Valley’s modern
emphasis on niche agriproduce and fine wine
production, it creates an
environment that allows

A RECRUITMENT drive
was held earlier this
month to attract new
TFS and SES volunteers
on the Eastern Shore,
to be based at the
new Sorell Emergency
Services Hub.
The $12 million
purpose-built hub will
house Tasmania Police
and volunteer members
of the Tasmania Fire
Service and the State
Emergency Service in
one central location,
providing the greater
Sorell community
with 24/7 emergency

capability.
The new development
is the first hub of its
kind in Tasmania,
accommodating these
three key emergency
services all within a
shared purpose-built
complex.
Tasmania Fire Service
Chief Officer Dermott
Barry said it is exciting
to see the combined
services hub being
developed in Sorell.
“There is great synergy
between the agencies,
and it will be great to
have us all in one hub,”

he said.
The new hub will not
replace existing TFS
stations and SES units
in nearby areas, but will
enhance the existing
emergency response
capability to meet the
growing needs of the
region.
Both the TFS and
SES are looking for new
volunteers who live or
work in Sorell and its
surrounds.
Successful
applicants will have
the opportunity to
gain new skills and

experiences, contribute
to the safety of their
local community, and
develop new friendships
with likeminded people.
Police, Fire and
Emergency Management
Minister Jacquie
Petrusma encouraged
residents of Sorell and
surrounding areas to
consider applying for a
volunteer role.
“Our volunteers for
TFS and SES do an
astounding job and we
just want to applaud the
great work they do each
and every day,” she said.

TFS and SES looking for recruits

ADVERTISEMENT

this project to blend with
the region and the target
tourism market.
“By way of repayment
we wanted to ensure
the longevity of the
attraction and build a
following which will
return time and again to
the complex.
“In this manner, all of
the Coal Valley’s tourism
industry wins.”
Amaze will also
collaborate with some
of the state’s leading
arts and culture
organisations to host live

concerts, appearances by
international guest chefs,
local produce classes and
seasonal events in the
maze.
The original 1980s
Richmond Maze and
Tea Rooms operated for
32 years before closing
in 2016 to allow the
development of Amaze.
“The pittosporum
hedges have taken six
years to grow to a level
of two metres, and we
have used approximately
2,500 plants in the hedge
maze and surrounding

site landscaping,” codeveloper Wayne Upton
said.
“We have significantly
invested in the materials
used onsite to ensure
that operationally the
site runs well, looks
fantastic and stays that
way for generations to
come.
“By inserting gates
in both the hedge
and timber mazes we
can regularly change
up the experience for
visitors with new maze
challenges every month.”

Tasmania Police Inspector Gavin Hallett, SES Acting Director Leon Smith, Police, Fire and
Emergency Management Minister Jacquie Petrusma, and TFS Chief Officer Dermot Barry at the
Sorell Recruitment Drive

“This is an exciting
opportunity for
residents of Sorell and
surrounding areas to
join Tasmania’s newest

TFS and SES units.”
The new hub is
expected to be ready
for use early next year.
For more information

Brendan

or to become a TFS or
SES volunteer at Sorell,
email the recruitment
team at sorell.hub@
dpfem.tas.gov.au
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ence a better place.
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0413 972 307 | www.brendanblomeley.com | brendan@brendanblomeley.com

Authorised by Brendan Blomeley, 72 Lincoln St
Lindisfarne TAS

HISTORIC Richmond
village has a brandnew tourism attraction,
with the $8.2m
redevelopment of Amaze
Richmond officially
opening its doors this
month.
Challenging visitors to
solve 2.6km of hedge
and timber mazes,
Amaze Richmond
is designed to be a
traditional, familyfriendly experience
in a sustainable,
contemporary complex
sympathetic to its
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Have your say on ferry's future

GARDENING IN APRIL
Do you lime your lawn? Autumn is the time to do this.
If you have been using a chemical lawn food on a regular basis,
you may have noticed that your lawn is no longer responding as it
should. This is because regular use of chemical preparations
make your soil acidic or sour.
Ideally, lawns like a PH of 6.5 so a simple test of your soil once
every couple of years is a good idea. Home testing kits are
readily available.
Incorrect PH will cause the nutrients applied to your lawn to be
locked to the soil particles, making them unable to be accessed
by the plant’s roots. An application of lime at 100g per square
meter will bring your PH to a more neutral level, allowing the
nutrients to be released.
DO NOT LIME if you have just fertilized your lawn - you will need
to wait six weeks to ensure you don’t burn the grass. After liming
DO NOT feed your lawn for six weeks for the same reasons.
If you use an organic fertilizer such as chicken manure you
should not have a problem with your PH, but it doesn’t hurt to test
the soil occasionally.
Autumn is also the ideal time of the year to prepare and plant a
garden bed ready for spring flowering bulbs.
Different types of flowering bulbs need to be planted at different
depths. When planting it is important to make sure that your
spring flowering bulbs are planted at the correct depth for overall
plant health, and to ensure the bulb will bloom. A good rule of
thumb is to plant the bulb at a depth twice the bulb’s width.

Seeds

Herb & Flower
Seedlings

Broccoli

Broad Beans

Cineraria

Cabbage

Carrot

Cornﬂower

Celery

Turnip

Polyanthus

Kale

Swede

Primula

Lettuce

Garlic

Snapdragon

OTHER JOBS FOR APRIL
•

Make sure you have some bulbs potted in cheerful
pots ready for spring.

•

If you are thinking of getting a tree with colourful
foliage now is the time to have a drive around your
area to see them in all their glory.

an alternative to car
travel, helping to ease
traffic congestion and
encouraging active
transport such as cycling
and walking.
Late last month the
mayors of Hobart,
Clarence, Glenorchy
and Kingborough
councils nominated three
locations for future ferries
to travel to: Lindisfarne,
Wrest Point in Sandy Bay,
and Wilkinsons Point
in Glenorchy, which is
home to the MyState
Arena and slated for
future development.
Brighton Mayor
Leigh Gray is keen to
work with the State
Government and Greater
Hobart councils to ensure
that the Brighton area
is also included in the
future Transport Vision.
“Brighton is one of
the fastest growing
municipalities in the
state and more than 70
percent of the workforce
commutes to Hobart or
Glenorchy for work,” he

NEC Australia (NECA)
has partnered with
TassieLink Transit to help
deliver a safer and more
efficient experience for
commuters travelling
within Tasmania’s most
extensive bus network.
In a Tassie first,
NECA has deployed
its Transit Management
System across the entire
TassieLink fleet, meaning
passengers can easily
and efficiently check
real-time service updates
on TassieLink bus
services on their mobile
devices.
Using a new app
created by NextThere,
passengers can keep
track of bus services,
travel times, stop arrivals
and delays in real-time,
helping them plan their
journey around unseen
interruptions such as
roadworks, accidents,
traffic congestion or
weather events.
NEC General
Manager of Critical
Infrastructure, Smart
Transport & IoT, Richard
Duggan, said the new
system will deliver

increased confidence
to commuters and the
broader community.
“We’re thrilled to
partner with TassieLink
and deliver Tasmania’s
first fully automated, real
time passenger update
service,” he said.
“Safety and efficiency
are key focus areas for
TassieLink, given its
expansive footprint into
remote and regional
areas of Tasmania.
“NEC’s smart
transport solutions,
like the new Transit
Management System,
deliver increased
safety and peace of
mind - not just to the
local commuters but to
families, schools, carers
and service providers
like TassieLink.”
TassieLink Managing
Director Shane
Dewsbery said the
new system perfectly
addresses the needs of
TassieLink’s customers.
“Tassie is a unique
landscape, and our
services are vital for so
many locals to get to
where they need to be,”

said.
“Putting ferry terminals
in strategic locations
within the municipality
are key to assisting
with employment
opportunities, social
connectivity, health and
wellbeing and household
living costs overall.
“With the
commencement of

the new Bridgewater
Bridge project this
year, it is the perfect
opportunity to consider
the infrastructure
required to facilitate this
opportunity.”
To have your say
about the extension of
the ferry service, fill in
the survey at deanwinter.
net

Labor Member for Franklin Dean Winter

NEC Australia and TassieLink driving a
better experience for Tassie commuters

PLANTING IN APRIL
Vegetable
Seedlings

AS the successful
12-month Derwent
Ferry trial comes to an
end, a local MP is asking
Eastern Shore residents
to nominate destinations
they would like to see
added to the ferry route.
Labor Member for
Franklin Dean Winter is
running an online survey
to find out where local
residents believe an
extended ferry service
would be of most
benefit.
“The survey is an
opportunity for people
to think whether ferries
could work in other
locations,” Mr Winter
said.
The fast, free and
convenient ferry trip,
which goes between
Bellerive and Brooke St
Pier during the morning
and afternoon peak
times, has been carrying
hundreds of people
across the Derwent each
day.
The service offers
Eastern Shore commuters

HAPPY GARDENING

he said.
“Real time updates
with the new Transport
Management System
means we will keep
our commuters better
informed of any delays
or changes to their
chosen service.
“This means better
planning and navigation
of their journey;
vulnerable travellers can
reduce the time spent
waiting at isolated bus
stops; and parents or
guardians of passengers
can monitor the bus
journeys in real time
making pick-ups and
drop offs significantly
safer and easier to plan.”

NEC’s Transport
Management Solution
is available via a free
mobile app (iOS users)
or mobile website
(Android users).
TassieLink buses are
equipped with QR
codes to allow for
easy download for all
passengers.
“This is a very
exciting first step in
a more connected
Tasmania,” Mr Duggan
said.
“We look forward to
continuing our work
with TassieLink and
creating a bright future
for the Tasmanian
community.”

Richard Duggan and Shane Dewsbery discuss the benefits of
the new app

ADVERTISEMENT

happy & safe Easter
WISHING EVERYONE A

Jacquie

Petrusma
Liberal Member for Franklin

(03) 6165 7825
Jacquie.Petrusma@dpac.tas.gov.au

3/90 Clarence Street, Bellerive

(03) 6165 7830
Nic.Street@dpac.tas.gov.au

Authorised by P Coulson, Suite 4C, Level 3, 33 Salamanca Place, Hobart TAS 7000.

Nic
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Liberal Member for Franklin
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BREAKING
NEWS
JULIE COLLINS AND A LABOR
GOVERNMENT WILL DELIVER:
• $30 million towards upgrading the
Mornington Roundabout
• $20 million to upgrade the Bellerive
Pier and create a new stop at
Lindisfarne to expand the Derwent
River ferry service

JULIE COLLINS MP

Federal Member for Franklin

Authorised by J. Collins MP. ALP. 18 Ross Ave, Rosny Park TAS 7018
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Members of the Cambridge Volunteer Fire Brigade at the 2021 ANZAC Day Service

Cambridge to remember
this ANZAC day service
THE Cambridge
Volunteer Fire Brigade
and Cambridge Primary
School will host an
ANZAC Day Service
at the Cambridge
War Memorial to
acknowledge those who
have served our country.
Brigade Chief Dave
Menzie said the Brigade
feels honoured be able to
pay respect to those who
have served by hosting
the Cambridge ANZAC
Day Service again this
year.
"The ANZAC
reputation for courage,
self-reliance and mateship
are values which every
volunteer fire brigade
across the state values
deeply,” he said.
“As the Cambridge
community continues
to grow, it is important

that we come together to
remember not only those
23 men from Cambridge
who fought for king and
country in the first World
War, but everyone who
has served in defending
our nation.”
The 10am service on
25 April will include a
range of guest speakers
from the Primary School,
the Brigade and the
local community, who
will share stories and
reflections of those who
have served.
"Each year the students
from the Cambridge
Primary School have
done an excellent job
contributing to the
service through their
thoughtful poems and
reflection pieces," Mr
Menzie said.
"With ongoing conflict

around the world, it is
important to remember
that we gather not
to glorify war, but to
acknowledge the courage
and sacrifice of those
who contributed so
much in shaping the
identity of Australia - a
country which at the
time was even younger
than most of those who
fought for it."
All members of
the community are
welcome to attend, and
are respectfully asked
to be mindful of social
distancing.
Anyone who would
like to lay a wreath
during the service should
advise the Cambridge
Volunteer Fire Brigade
via email, cambridge.
volunteers@fire.tas.gov.
au

ADVERTISEMENT

Always here
for the
community
Labor Member for Pembroke

6212 2304
jo.siejka@parliament.tas.gov.au
www.facebook.com/JoSiejkaLaborforPembroke

Advertisement Authorised by
Jo Siejka MLC 2/30 Bayﬁeld Street Rosny Park 7018

Glenorchy City Council’s Manager Property Environment and Waste, Luke Chiu, with Southern City BMX Club riders (L-R) Chase
Chapman, Oliver Beames, Isabelle Beames, Logan Chapman and Kyton Benjamin

Track on move from
Berriedale to Sorell

BMX riders are set to
get a new, nationalstandard track in
southern Tasmania, after
the Sorell Council gave
its in-principle support
for the relocation and
redevelopment of a
popular northern suburbs
facility.
The Southern City
BMX Track looks certain
to be moved from
its current location in
Berriedale to Pembroke
Park in Sorell. It was
previously expected
that the track would be
relocated to Glenorchy’s
Tolosa Park.
But an investigation
of the Tolosa Park site
revealed that significant
works would be required
to address underlying
geotechnical issues.
Preliminary estimates
indicated the site
stabilisation works
required would increase
the cost to approximately
$2.1 million - far
exceeding the project’s
proposed budget.
Glenorchy
City Council led
investigations and

negotiations to find an
alternative new home
for the facility, with the
Collinsvale Recreation
Ground, Goodwood
Park, Abbotsfield Park,
Jim Bacon Reserve and
Poimena Reserve all
considered but ruled out
before Pembroke Park
was targeted for its size,
location and existing
cycling infrastructure.
Working closely with
the Southern City BMX
Club, Glenorchy and
Sorell councils have
been negotiating details
of the move for several
months, including the
transfer of grant funding
set aside for the facility.
Glenorchy Mayor
Bec Thomas said the
potential move was a
great outcome for the
BMX community, as
well as the communities
of Glenorchy and Sorell.
“The proposed
relocation of the BMX
track to Pembroke Park
will deliver a brand
new, state of the art
BMX facility to southern
Tasmania while allowing
Glenorchy to progress its

vision for the area under
the Berriedale Peninsula
Master Plan,” she said.
“Moving the BMX
track from its current
home will not only
deliver a new and
improved BMX track
but will also allow
us to unlock the
economic benefits and
development potential
of the Berriedale
Peninsula, for the benefit
of our community.
“While we’ll be sad to
see the BMX track leave
Glenorchy, its proposed
new home at Sorell is
much more suitable and
will provide a better
regional facility for the
BMX community.”
Mayor Thomas was
also thankful to Sorell
Council for working
with Glenorchy City
Council to facilitate the
move.
Southern City BMX
Club secretary Bronwyn
Beames was optimistic
about the potential
move to Sorell, after
efforts to find a suitable
option in the Glenorchy
area failed.

“We’re looking to the
positives of the move to
Sorell,” she said.
We’re going to have
a national-level track
which is going to be
great for our members
and development, and
the opportunity to hold
more national-level
events.
“We’re also really
looking forward to
hopefully getting some
more members from the
Sorell area.”
The new track will be
partially funded by the
Tasmanian Government
via a $250,000 grant
from the Department of
Community, Sport and
Recreation.
Glenorchy City
Council may also
contribute to the
relocation costs, with
negotiations around the
funding arrangements
continuing.
Sorell Council will
now conduct further
investigations to confirm
the cost of building
the new facility before
making a final decision
on the proposal.

MEMBERS of the
Lauderdale community
are urging the local
council to review speed
limits and take action
to slow traffic in areas
where pedestrians and
residents are at risk.
Some Lauderdale
locals fear it is only a
matter of time before
something bad happens.
Now community
member Damon Wills
and Labor Member for

Rumney Sarah Lovell
have started a petition
urging the council to act.
“Lauderdale is a
booming region, with
exciting developments
and a growing
population, as more
people realise what a
wonderful place it is to
live - but with growth
comes growing pains,”
Ms Lovell said.
Residents are
particularly concerned

about North Terrace,
which provides key
access to Roches Beach
and the surrounding
houses.
North Terrace is
narrow, and the only
footpath can be tricky to
navigate. Residents say
they feel unsafe pulling
out of their driveways, as
cars often speed past.
A lot of children use
the area as well, heading
to the shops, park, canal,

beach and skate park.
Locals would like
clear signage to indicate
the change in speed
limit from 70kmh on
South Arm Road down
to 50kmh on North
Terrace.
Another proposal
involves reducing the
speed limit from 50kmh
to 40kmh in Lauderdale,
consistent with several
other Hobart beachside
communities.

Lauderdale locals call for safer roads
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Members of the Clarence Positive Ageing Advisory Committee and Youth Network Advisory
Group with Clarence Mayor Doug Chipman

Clarence Positive Ageing Advisory
Committee seeks new members

Minister for Prevention of Family Violence Jacquie Petrusma, Jireh House Association manager Sally Herweynen,
State Development, Construction and Housing Minister Michael Ferguson, Jireh House project manager Nell Kuilenburg,
and TCF SEO Lola Cowle

New home for Jireh House
MORE help is now
available for women
and children escaping
family violence, after
the completion of a
new three-bedroom
home operated by crisis
accommodation service
Jireh House.
Jireh House provides
crisis support and
accommodation for
approximately 90 women
and 120 children each
year who are homeless
because of family violence,
housing stress or other life
events.
Now Jireh House will
be able to help even more
women and their children
access care, support and
safe accommodation, with
the recent opening of a

new three-bedroom house
next to Jireh House’s
current facility, made
possible by $469,533
in State Government
funding.
The Tasmanian
Community Fund (TCF)
played an enabler role in
the housing development,
by assisting Jireh House to
engage a project manager
to seek funding from the
State and Commonwealth
governments.
“Jirah House turns
away 60 women and 70
children every month,
and this property with
multiple bedrooms
is ideal for women
with larger families or
women with teenage
children while they

seek more permanent
accommodation,” TCF
Chair Sally Darke said.
“It’s important that we
continue to meet the
needs of families escaping
violence.
“These larger houses
play a critical role in
supporting many of the
larger families seeking
help, who often find it
hard due to the number
of people needing
accommodation.”
The new house
will complement the
recent purchase of a
neighbouring threebedroom property,
which was funded by the
Australian Government
through the Safe Places
Grant Program, and the

purchase of a nearby
three-bedroom house
in partnership with
Huon Valley Bendigo
Bank Community Bank
branches.
To ensure the
success of Jireh House’s
partnership with Bendigo
Bank, the Tasmanian
Liberal Government has
committed $20,000 per
year in recurrent funding
to cover salary costs
associated with managing
the property.
Housing Minister
Michael Ferguson said
the government will
continue doing all it can to
deliver a range of housing
and support assistance
measures for Tasmanians
in need.

ADVERTISEMENT

JULIE COLLINS MP
Wishing everyone a happy
and safe Easter.

CLARENCE City
Council is seeking new
members to join its
Clarence Positive Ageing
Advisory Committee
(CPAAC).
The committee was
established in 2007 with
the hope of creating a
more age-inclusive city
and community.
It is now in the final
stages of implementing
the council’s Age Friendly
Clarence Plan which
began in 2018 and is
coming to completion at
the end of this year.
The committee is
looking for people
of all ages who are
interested in volunteering
and being involved
with the community,
or have particular
interests in dementia
awareness, supporting

intergenerational
approaches, policy
or research projects,
advocacy or ageism.
Committee members
work with council,
community and
organisations to provide
their skills, knowledge
and advice on a range
of topics and issues, to
help deliver and support
programs and activities for
the Clarence community.
CPAAC member
Margaret Cairnduff joined
the committee when it
began back in 2007. She
said committee members
are at the centre of the
decision-making process
and often see their ideas
put into action.
“I was particularly
pleased to be involved in
the concept and design
of the ‘Get Going Guide’

several years ago,” she
said.
“The free guide lists
community groups
across Clarence
both alphabetically
and geographically,
encouraging older
community member
involvement in activities
to promote health and
wellbeing.”
Clarence City Council
Mayor Doug Chipman
said being part of the
CPAAC team was a great
way to make a difference
in the community, do
some big-picture thinking,
and make new friends
along the way.
Nominations close on
13 May 2022. Visit www.
ccc.tas.gov.au to fill in the
online nomination form,
or phone the council on
6217 9500.

Advertisement

For a brighter
future in Franklin

VOTE
KRISTY

1

JOHNSON

LIBERAL CANDIDATE FOR FRANKLIN
GPO Box 469, HOBART, TAS, 7001
0401 782 767

tas.liberal.org.au

Kristy.Johnson@tas.liberal.org.au
Authorised by P.Coulson, Liberal Party of Australia, Suite 4C, 33 Salamanca Place, Hobart, Tasmania
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W: www.juliecollins.com
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Minister Roger Jaensch, Master Plumbers Tasmania board member and Howrah Plumbing owner Cath McDowell, and TasTAFE
CEO Grant Dreher

Clarence TAFE Trades Centre on track
across two levels, is being
built adjacent to existing
construction and allied
trades workshops to
create a trades training
hub at the campus.
Skills, Training and
Workforce Growth
Minister Roger Jaensch
said the new building
would be re-configurable
so it could cater for the
future needs of industry.
“The Centre will allow
TasTAFE to increase
its training capacity
across trades such as
plumbing, refrigeration
and air conditioning and
electrotechnology,” Mr
Jaensch said.

“The Centre will
also cater for emerging
industries such as poly
welding and hydrogen,
helping to build a skilled
workforce to support
significant water, energy
and infrastructure
projects currently in the
pipeline.”
Federal Assistant
Minister for Industry
Development Jonno
Duniam said the centre
would secure the jobs of
the future for Tasmania’s
energy and water sectors.
“A world-class training
facility right here in
Tasmania will ensure that
young Tasmanians have

more opportunities to get
the skills and education
they need to have a
fulfilling career,” he said.
“This centre will train
Tasmanians for jobs
that are absolutely vital
to the future of this
state, and it is great to
see this partnership
between the state and
federal governments and
industry deliver on this
important commitment.”
The building phase
will take about 12
months, with the
Centre expected to be
completed and ready to
offer training in the first
half of 2023.

Consultations
Clarence,
have your say
on the issues
that affect
you.

Draft Active Lifestyle Strategy

WHAT: Council is seeking your feedback on its Draft Active
Lifestyle Strategy which will help inform funding for future
programs and projects.
CONSULTATION PERIOD: Upcoming with dates to be confirmed,
please keep an eye on council’s Facebook page and Your Say
website.

Visit www.yoursay.ccc.tas.gov.au

Liberal Candidate for Franklin Kristy Johnson and Senator Jonno Duniam at the new Headspace
Rosny site

Making room for Headspace
A NEW Headspace
Centre in Rosny Park is
set to provide additional
mental health support
for young people in the
area, helping ensure
they can access the vital
support they need.
Headspace offers free
or low-cost support for
mental health, physical
and sexual health, work
and study, and alcohol
and other drug use for
Australians aged 12-25.
The services are codesigned with and for
young people to ensure
that they are relevant,
accessible and delivered
in a safe, confidential
and youth-friendly
environment.
Senator Jonno Duniam
said that the new
centre will be a critical
resource for young
people on the Eastern
Shore and surrounding
communities.

“After the challenges
of the last few years,
looking after our mental
health is more important
than ever,” he said.
“By providing
easy access to
expert support in a
confidential, welcoming
environment, this
new headspace centre
will play an essential
role in keeping the
young people in our
community safe and
well.”
The Rosny Park
service is one of ten
new Headspace centres
being built across
the country over the
next four years as a
part of the Federal
Governments $2.3
billion National Mental
Health and Suicide
Prevention Plan.
Health and Aged
Care Minister Greg
Hunt said young people

have been affected
significantly by the
impacts of the COVID
pandemic, and access to
mental health services
and support was more
important than ever.
“We know that the
pandemic and the
measures taken to
contain it have been
incredibly difficult
and stressful for
many Australians, and
particularly younger
Australians,” he said.
“That is why we
are prioritising mental
health support, ensuring
that young people
have access to care to
help them recover and
thrive as we reopen the
country.”
Primary Health
Tasmania will receive
ongoing funding of
more than $1 million
per year from 2023 for
the Rosny Park centre.

Tasmanian tourism shines at national awards
TASMANIA has won
eight gold medals at
the Australian Tourism
Awards, firmly cementing
the state’s reputation
as a premier tourism
destination.
Gold medal winners
included Coal River
Farm (Tourism Retail &
Hire Services), Pennicott
Wilderness Journeys
(Major Tourism and
Transport Operators) and

	
  

Mures Tasmania (Tourism
Restaurants & Catering
Services).
MACq 01 Hotel (4-4.5
Star Accommodation)
and Coal River Farm
(Excellence In Food
Tourism) both won silver
medals.
“It’s clear the world’s
best kept secret is out,
and when it comes
to tourism you need
not look any further

than Tasmania for
an extraordinary
experience,” Premier and
Tourism Minister Peter
Gutwein said.
“Tasmania’s tourism
industry is world-class
and supports thousands
of jobs across the state,
and these fantastic results
will encourage even
more people to travel
here and see what we
have to offer.”
w

CONSTRUCTION has
begun on a new stateof-the-art Water and
Energy Trades Centre
at TasTAFE’s Clarence
Campus.
The $21 million
training facility, jointly
funded by the state and
federal governments,
will incorporate
contemporary learning
spaces and modern
equipment that will help
train Tasmanians for
work in the water and
energy sectors.
The new building,
which will have a floor
area of more than 5000
square metres spread

The Parkside Foundation
Supporting people with a disability
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Individual and group support
Life skills development
Recreation and Leisure
Supported holidays
School holiday and after school programs
Respite - evening and overnight weekend
Coordination of supports – improving
life choices

LOCAL AND TASMANIAN

Large enough to support you, small
enough to care.

For further information

Phone 03 6243 6044
Email enquiries@parkside.org.au

www.parksidefoundation.org.au
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Job-ready training ‘in the house’ for new workers
A NEW Tasmanian has
found work through
a training program
delivered by VXT and
The Old Woolstore
Apartment Hotel.
The two organisations
partnered earlier this
year to deliver a training
solution to meet
an urgent need for
housekeeping staff.
Agnes Pluta was
struggling to find
work after relocating
from Poland with her
Tasmanian husband and
two children at the end
of last year.
She registered for
the VXT housekeeping
course after seeing it
posted on Facebook by
the Migrant Resource
Centre.
Although she was

experiencing language
barriers, Agnes found
the course to be
very supportive and
empowering.
“I felt very supported
in the training session
and felt I was able to
relate to other course
participants,” Agnes said.
“I would not of had
the confidence to walk
into a hotel or store on
my own and ask for a
job, so this course was
great for my confidence.”
Agnes has now been
working at The Old
Woolstore for more than
a month.
“I am learning
something new every day
and have found everyone
to be very supportive
and understanding,” she
said.

The Old Woolstore
had experienced a
shortage of housekeeping
staff and hadn’t had
much success finding
suitable applicants
through online
advertisements.
After connecting
with VXT, the hotel
coordinated a three-day
training course on site,
with seven participants
sourced by VXT – giving
the hotel access to a
completely different base
of job seekers.
The VXT Introduction
to Housekeeping course
has been designed by
industry professionals
to support both local
Tasmanian businesses
and individuals who are
seeking employment and
need further training.

Hare off to the Playhouse
for Peter and his friends
BERRIEDALE actor
Samuel French is excited
to be taking on the
famous role of Peter
Rabbit during the April
school holidays, helping
bring Beatrix Potter’s
beloved children’s tales to
life at Hobart’s Playhouse
Theatre.
As live entertainment
returns to Tasmania,
audiences of all ages
are invited to travel to
the wonderful world
of McGregor’s farm
and join Peter Rabbit,
Jemima Puddleduck,
Jeremy Fisher and more
of Potter’s much-loved
classic characters.
Weaving Beatrix Potter’s
famous characters and
elements of her real-life
story into an enchanting,
family friendly 90-minute

show (including interval),
‘The Adventures of Peter
Rabbit and His Friends’
is an adaptation by
Joseph Robinette, who
has previously adapted
acclaimed versions of
‘The Lion, the Witch and
the Wardrobe’ (2018)
and ‘Charlotte’s Web’
(2021).
The play moves back
and forth between the
fantasy world Potter
created and her own
intriguing life story, which
saw her overcome a
lonely, strict childhood in
Victorian-era England to
become the most widely
read children’s author of
all time.
The show also
introduces audiences to
Potter’s governess, Annie,
and her children - for

whom many of Potter’s
famous stories were
originally written.
“The journey
of Beatrix’s life is
fascinating and you can
see how the characters
interweave through her
imagination,” director
Shauna-Lee Ward said.
“The cast and crew
are having a ball
recreating aspects of
their childhood to pass
on to a new generation
of children!”
So round up the kids,
the grandkids or just
some friends and join
‘The Adventures of Peter
Rabbit and His Friends’
at the Playhouse Theatre
from 20 April to 1 May.
Tickets are available
now from playhouse.
org.au

Samuel French preparing to bring Peter Rabbit to life at the Playhouse Theatre

ADVERTISEMENT

“We offered five out of
the seven participants a
position and the seventh
person went to our sister
hotel, Hadleys,” The Old
Woolstore Apartment
Hotel Executive
Housekeeper Trish
Grundy said.
“The people that
joined the course actually
wanted to work in
housekeeping and find
secure employment.
“Everyone who did
the course was just great,
they got straight into it
and were really keen to
get jobs.
“I would love to have
this course run every
year, to support us
through the overturning
of staff.”
VXT CEO Emilie
Donovan said the

Executive Housekeeper at The Old Woolstore Apartment Hotel, Trish Grundy and course
participant Agnes Pluta reap the benefits of VXT housekeeping course

organisation is playing a
key role in addressing the
skilled worker and labour
shortage within the
hospitality industry.
“Tasmania's tourism
and hospitality industries
are vital to our future
economic sustainability

Great Easter
entertainment
for the
whole family

and as the sector
continues to recover
from the impacts of
COVID, industry-led
hospitality training is
vital to ensure we have
the right workforce to
support the industry,”
Emilie said.

“Unaccredited, flexible,
industry-specific training
provides the skills
necessary to underpin
the provision of quality
guest experiences and
to build the capability
in teams, especially in
regional areas.”
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Sarah Lovell MLC
Labor Member for Rumney

Your voice in
Parliament

P: (03) 6212 2330

C: SarahLovellLabor

E: sarah.lovell@parliament.tas.gov.au
Authorised by Sarah Lovell. 1/33 South Arm Rd, Rokeby
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The Liberal Government is
investing $300 million through
the Timber Building Program
to promote the use of
low-carbon timber.

Alysse Gavlik with TCF Chair Sally Darke

New leadership role for disability advocate
A TASMANIAN
community leader
and disability advocate
has embarked on an
invaluable 12-month
development program,
taking on the role of
Intern Director on the
Tasmanian Community
Fund (TCF) Board.
Hobart’s Alysse
Gavlik, who lives with a
disability acquired from a
motor vehicle crash, has
recently commenced her
volunteer role for 2022
and will be mentored by
TCF Chairperson Sally
Darke.
Ms Gavlik is a member
of the Premier’s Disability
Advisory Committee
and Women with
Disability Australia
and is the Senior
Consultant, Community
Development and
Engagement with the
Road Safety Branch of
the Department of State
Growth.
In her new role with
the TCF Ms Gavlik will
travel the state and

attend board meetings
throughout the year,
participate in board
discussions, observe the
grant assessment process,
and assess applications.
Ms Gavlik said she
was looking forward to
experiencing how the
TCF operated and how
strategy guides grant
assessment and decisionmaking processes.
“I also want to gain
the skills, knowledge
and experience to better
engage with organisations
that have an impact on
people with a disability,
because often people
with a disability are
underrepresented in the
leadership roles within
those organisations,” she
said.
“My ultimate goal and
passion for people with
a disability is for us to
be included in society
in a meaningful way,
and gaining meaningful
employment is a big part
of that.
“I became a

quadriplegic from a
motor vehicle crash and
my physical disability is
very visible, but there are
many people who have
a disability that can’t be
seen and it is important
that they are heard and
understood by all of
society.
“I enjoy bringing the
perspective of people
with a disability to
the TCF board table,
because everyone’s on a
journey of understanding
disability better and I
have an opportunity to
accelerate it.”
Ms Darke said Ms
Gavlik was the second
person to take on the
role of Intern Director,
which had been
developed to build the
capacity of Tasmanians to
serve on boards and to
broaden the diversity of
the TCF Board.
“We have long
recognised the
opportunity to develop
our community
leaders, and this role in

particular is excellent for
participants wanting to
build their governance
skills,” she said.
“Not only is Alysse a
committed advocate for
people with a disability in
Tasmania, but she has a
strong desire to improve
her governance and
leadership skills, which
will assist her greatly
in her work and roles
representing people living
with a disability.
“The TCF board and
staff are benefitting from
the perspectives Alysse
brings to discussions,
particularly ensuring we
consider all aspects of
disability and how we
continue to build a more
inclusive community
through the work we
do.”
The Tasmanian
Community Fund was
established in 1999 after
the sale of a community
asset. Since then the fund
has distributed more than
$120 million to more
than 3100 grants.

To find out more please visit
www.cefc.com.au
SENATOR

JONNO DUNIAM
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Ben and Kate Cashman with their children Poppy and Spencer

Climate champ Cashmans bristle at plastic waste

CLIMATE Champions
Kate and Ben Cashman,
of Dulcot, are on a
mission to remove plastic
waste from all Australian
bathrooms.
Three years ago, the
couple were looking for
a business idea and, as
the parents of young
children, wanted to do
something the whole
family could be involved
in.
“We wanted to invest
our time into a project
that we knew would
have a big environmental,
community and
educational impact,” they
said.
“We talked to our
children and threw
around a lot of ideas, and
one night when our son
Spencer was brushing his
teeth he said, ‘why are
toothbrushes made out

OCAL

of plastic?’.”
The Cashmans then
learned that 30 million
plastic toothbrushes go
to landfill every year
and take more than 500
years to break down
- meaning that every
plastic toothbrush that
has ever existed is still
out there.
That was three
years ago, and the
very beginning of the
Cashmans’ business
venture Tinkle, an
alternative to plastic
bathroom products.
Tinkle toothbrush
handles are made from
a fast-growing variety of
bamboo which grows up
to one metre per day and
needs very little water.
And the couple are
currently working with
a mainland university to
find natural bristles that

BLANKETS

have the strength and
longevity of nylon.
For now, the
toothbrushes are
designed so the head
can be snapped off and
recycled, and the handle
composted.
Tinkle works on a
subscription model,
to make it as easy as
possible for customers.
Toothbrushes for adults
and kids turn up when
people want them, and
there's no shipping cost.
“We wanted to be as
environmentally friendly
as we could,” Ben said.
“All the mailers and
packaging are home
compostable, which has
a flow-on impact for
the environment, wild
creatures and oceans.”
Tinkle currently
has more than 5000
customers. And for every

toothbrush sold, the
Cashmans donate $1 to
grassroots community
programs that are helping
nurture the planet.
The couple offer grants
of $500, $1000 and
$2000. Recipients so far
include a local wildlife
sanctuary that wanted to
plant a tree corridor to
encourage wildlife, and
a community outreach
centre for environmental
education.
“We’re always looking
for grant recipients,” Ben
said.
“So, if people think
they’ve got a suitable
initiative, get in touch.”
The Cashmans
have been selected by
Clarence Climate Action
as this month's Climate
Champions. Find out
more at www.tinkleco.
com.au
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Local businesses supported
to embrace plastic free future
BUSINESSES in the City
of Clarence are being
encouraged to take up
the challenge of ditching
single-use plastics, with
the help of the Plastic
Free Places Tasmania
project.
Funded by the
Commonwealth
Government, the Plastic
Free Places Tasmania
initiative will provide free
assistance to local food
retailers, helping make
their transition away
from single-use plastics as
simple as possible.
Plastic Free Places
Australia works directly
with businesses to explore
alternate options and
understand how they
can help stem the tide
of plastic waste in our
environment, while also
reducing their ongoing

packaging costs.
The program has
been rolled out in nine
communities across
Australia so far, helping
businesses in those
communities eliminate
more than 10 million
pieces of single-use plastic.
Plastic Free Places
Tasmania program
coordinator Troy Furner
said single-use plastics are
being banned in cities
around the globe because
of the pollution they
create.
“They are quickly being
replaced with reusable or
compostable items, which
customers also prefer,”
he said.
“It's a massive win
for the environment,
and we look forward to
assisting small businesses
in Clarence in their

HOUSING?
TRAFFIC?
HEALTH?
ADVERTISEMENT
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transition.”
Clarence Mayor
Doug Chipman said he
was thrilled to see the
initiative available to local
businesses.
“I am sure there are
many business owners
who want to start making
changes, but simply don’t
have the time,” he said.
“Plastic Free Places is a
fantastic program full of
information to help local
food businesses.
“I would urge those
business owners to reach
out and make the most
of the program and
keep working with our
Clarence community to
create a clean and green
destination.”
To join or for more
information, please go to
plasticfreeplacestas.org/
join
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Twilight Market branches
out into Kangaroo Bay
DURING the peak
of the pandemic in
2020, the team behind
the successful Hobart
Twilight Market at Long
Beach Sandy Bay and
the Brooke St Pier took
the courageous leap and
started the Tasmanian
Produce Market.
Operations
Coordinator Lily Fraser
said the timing seemed
right with a global
pandemic and a push
by the community to
support local businesses,
the Tasmanian Produce
Market offered a
platform for small family

businesses to connect
with community.
“The market is now
establishing itself at
Kangaroo Bay on
Hobart’s eastern shore,
and welcomes regulars,
along with a small but
growing number of
tourists,” she said.
The market operates
every Saturday between
9am and 1pm at 20
Kangaroo Bay Drive,
Rosny.
After eight market
seasons at Long Beach
and the establishment
of the Brooke St Pier
Market in 2017, the team

behind this communitydriven venture provide
visitors with an authentic
experience; give the
community a central
space to connect; and
act as a springboard for
the wonderfully diverse,
creative and independent
businesses that operate in
Tasmania.
The Brooke Street Pier
Market runs year-round
with a market on the last
Friday of every month.
The Long Beach Market
will return for its ninth
consecutive year on the
first Friday of October.
“It’s been a wild ride

over the last two years
dealing with all the extra
requirements as a result
of the pandemic, but
the credit goes to the
market team, stallholders,
and the community for
continuing to support
us,” Operations Manager
Justin Davies said.
“Our sponsors
Harcourts Hobart, Triple
M Hobart and TasPorts
have stuck with us, which
we are forever grateful
for!”
For more details on
the markets, refer to their
social media pages or
websites.

Hobart’s Friday night market!
4:30pm - 9:00pm
BROOKE STREET PIER

TASMANIAN PRODUCE

MARKET

Apr 29 May 27
June 17, 24 July 29

EVERY SAT 9am-1pm

LONG BEACH SANDY BAY

KANGAROO BAY PARK

Returning Oct 7 2022

Engage, learn and experience local!
20 Kangaroo Bay Drive, Rosny

eats|drinks|design|music

Co-education for Years 7-12 in 2024 Subject to approval

We welcome you to join our upcoming

Principal Tours and Open Morning.
Reserve a ticket for your family via
https://www.trybooking.com/BYEKY
*Please ensure you arrive 10minutes before your scheduled tour time.

Applications are currently open for Year 11 2023 and Year 7 2024.

Reserve a ticket for your family via
https://www.trybooking.com/BYEKY

Reserve a ticket for your family via
https://www.trybooking.com/BYEKY
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Boys’ education takes strides with
new Kinder to Grade 6 pathway
ST Virgil’s College
is rapidly moving to
complete its boys’
educational pathway
from Kindergarten to
Grade 6 on its Patrick
Street campus in Hobart.
Traditionally popular
for children of inner-city
workers who value the
Catholic ethos and highquality education, the
College has previously
had an entry point for
enrolments in Grade 3.
With the seamless
transition from
Kindergarten to Grade
6 soon to be completed,
opportunities to join
the College at entry
points other than Kinder
will become more
challenging.
Behind the historic
façade, many of Hobart’s
residents would not
realise the hustle and
bustle that goes on
inside the Patrick Street
gates.
The size is deceiving,
with plenty of outdoor
and natural space to
explore. The College
boasts two artificial
grass courts providing a
sturdy surface no matter
what the weather, a
bank to explore the
natural environment,

cricket nets, playground
equipment, and tranquil
spaces to enjoy passive
play and relaxation.
Head of Junior School,
Mrs Jo Messer, said she
is looking forward to
offering Kindergarten to
Grade 6 at the College.
“We have already
seen a positive impact
of having Kinder and
Prep introduced, with
the older boys naturally
being role models for
younger students,” Mrs
Messer said.
The College has
been educating boys
since 1911 and staff
are specialist educators
of boys, implicitly
understanding that boys
have different learning
needs and challenges to
girls.
This is done within
a supportive learning
environment where
boys are encouraged
to take risks with their
learning, leadership roles,
vocational interests and
other challenges that
may otherwise appear to
be too daunting.
“We get to know
each of the students
and how they learn
and communicate, and
understand how they

Store owner Jeremy Buckland with wife Amy and children, Connor, Oliver, and Harvey

Your local Banjo’s bakery café

Five-year-olds Angus Clark and Xavier Robinson experience the
natural environment, encouraging inquiry, wonder and joy

engage in experiential
and hands-on activities,”
Mrs Messer said.
St Virgil’s College
has a strong connection
to its community
and the College has
supported generations
of old scholars make the
transition from boyhood

ST VIRGIL'S COLLEGE

OPEN DAY
Junior School, Patrick Street, Hobart
Tuesday May 24, 9.00 am - 12.00 pm

Tour the facilities, meet key members of
staff and discover what opportunities
await your son at St Virgil's College.
www.stvirgils.tas.edu.au

to becoming fine
young men of faith and
character.
Mrs Messer welcomes
families to explore the
Junior School at the
College’s Open Day on
Tuesday May 24 or book
a Principal’s Tour on the
College website.

AT its heart, Banjo’s is a
family business – from
the origins of its family
founders, to the loyal
families in our local
community who visit as
part of their daily routine,
and the families who
actually own and run the
local Banjo’s stores.
Many of these store
owners had their first job
at Banjo’s, working hard
to eventually become
owners of a Banjo’s
bakery.
Banjo’s Shoreline
owner Jeremy Buckland
has been part of the
Banjo’s Family for many
years; he is a local lad
who grew up on Rosny
Hill and like many, his
first job was at Banjo’s.
Eventually Jeremy

worked his way up
and was given the
opportunity to become
a co-owner at Banjo’s
Shoreline with two other
Eastern Shore locals.
“I love what I do and
the freedom it provides
to help others, whether
that is giving a junior
sales member more
confidence through their
first job, providing the
opportunity to learn the
baking trade, or training
staff to become future
business owners,” he said.
Banjo’s Shoreline has
a strong community
focus and is committed
to giving back through
sponsorship and product
donations to local sports
clubs, community groups,
schools and fundraisers.

“When we get the
chance to give back, we
do all we can,” Jeremy
said.
“We’re so thankful for
the continued support
from our customers,
especially over the past
two years during the
pandemic.”
You can help Banjo’s
in their mission to
“Bake Things Better”
by supporting a
local business that
provides employment
opportunities and
supports its community.
Banjo’s really is the
perfect place to catch up
with loved ones. A place
to relax with coffee and
freshly baked comfort
food that feels just like
home.
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Exquisite hand-made
rugs weave their way
to Bathurst St store
FOURTH generation
rug weaver Khalid
Shah Sultan moved to
Tasmania 18 years ago
with the hope of sharing
his love and knowledge
of the art of rug weaving.
In the late 1800s
Khalid’s greatgrandfather followed
the Silk Road. Beginning
in Persia, he made his
way through countless
towns, villages and cities
before finally settling in
Kashmir.
“It was a time of great
migration, and the King
of Kashmir at the time
was calling for people to
come and practice rug
weaving in the region,”
Khalid said.
“My great-grandfather
went on to set up a
rug factory in Kashmir,
where he taught my
grandfather and then my
father and uncles the art
of weaving.”
Khalid’s greatgrandfather was a master
of the trade, and Khalid
is working to continue
his legacy and build

the appreciation of this
ancient artform.
Khalid had done
exhibitions in Tasmania
before opening his
Bathurst Street store,
The Tasmanian Rug
Gallery, and the
response he received
was always very positive.
“We could see a gap
in the market for high
quality, artisan rugs
and decided to open
the store and share
this incredible artform
with the Tasmanian
community,” Khalid said.
The Rug Gallery
Tasmania proudly holds
one of the largest stocks
of silk rugs, knotted
Persian and Oriental
rugs in Australia, with a
collection of beautiful
artisan pieces from
across the Middle
East, including Iran,
India, Kashmir, Turkey,
Afghanistan and Persia.
Khalid personally
hand-picks some of the
pieces from countryside
Kashmir, made by
families that have been

Stunningly

practising the art of
weaving for centuries.
“Some of the rugs can
take up to two years
to make, with each
rug being made up of
millions of knots that
are each done by hand,”
Khalid said.
“Stocking the rugs in
Tasmania is life-changing
for some of these
families. After working
on these pieces for up to
two years, the weavers
become very attached
to the outcome and
love seeing photos of
the clients that purchase
them.”
Khalid and his family
are excited to be sharing
these incredible works
of art with the Hobart
community and can’t
wait to help create
alluring and inspired
spaces in your home.
To view The Rug
Gallery Tasmania’s
extensive collection head
to their store at 126
Bathurst Street, Hobart
or check them out on
Facebook.

Ahsan Khan and Muhmmad Humam at the Tasmanian Rug Gallery

beautiful

handmade rugs

from Iran, Kashmir, Turkey

and other exotic locations of the east.

Our mission... to help to create alluring and inspired spaces in your home.
We have gorgeous collection of Persian and Oriental wool and Silk rugs
you would have never seen before. We directly source our rugs from
the weavers and proudly have one of the largest collection of Persian
rugs in Australia.

126 Bathurst Street
Come and see for yourself!

Discover The Rug Gallery
Tasmania on Facebook!
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Nicky River Uggs - perfect for Mother’s Day
THE weather is getting
colder, autumn leaves
are falling, and Mother’s
Day is just around the
corner.
Nicky River Uggs’
range of handmade ugg
boots and slippers are
the perfect gift to make
sure your mum is warm
and comfy this winter.
Proud to be the first
and only manufacturers
of ugg boots and slippers
in Tasmania, husbandand-wife team Brett and
Christine Kinnear handmake all their Nicky
River brand footwear,
plus a range of sheepskin

and leather accessories
and gifts, from their
rural workshop in the
beautiful Huon Valley.
Brett and Christine
moved from Western
Australia in 2013 and
began selling Australianmade ugg boots and
slippers at Salamanca
Market.
When they couldn’t
find any local
manufacturers of
sheepskin boots and
slippers, they decided
to do it themselves and
set about making their
own high-quality yet
affordable footwear.

Made from luxurious
yet durable double-faced
A-Grade Australian
sheepskins, Nicky River
Uggs’ range of ugg boots,
slippers and scuffs for
men, women, children
and babies are comfy,
warm and Tasmanian!
Over summer, Brett
and Christine have
been busy building up
their stock of boots
and slippers ready for
the Tasmanian winter
months.
Our ’Franklin’ and
‘Macquarie’ ugg boots
come in chestnut,
chocolate and grey; and

‘Franklin’ ankle boots
are also available in ruby
and lilac.
Our ‘Stella’ ugg
slippers come with the
option of a hard sole or
soft leather sole. ‘Stella’
soft sole slippers are
great for indoors on hard
floors and for curling up
on the sofa in front of
the fire.
Our popular and cosy
‘Eva’ ugg scuffs are great
to keep beside the bed,
ready to slide into on
those cold mornings.
They are available in
chestnut, sand, lilac,
ruby and the glamorous

‘diva’ exclusive
colourway designed by
Brett: chocolate with a
leopard-print sheepskin
collar.
Our ‘Tasman’ ugg
scuffs are a no-fuss
slip-on sheepskin scuff,
perfect for busy mums;
while our sheepskin
hot water bottle covers
come in a number of
bright and fun colours

and make a great gift.
Just visit www.
nickyriveruggs.com.au
to view the full range of
styles, sizes and colours.
Not sure of your mum’s
shoe size or colour
preference? A Nicky
River gift voucher could
be the answer.
Nicky River products
are exclusively available
from site 206 (centre

aisle, near Maldini’s)
at Salamanca Market
every Saturday; direct
from the workshop at
935 Nicholls Rivulet
Road (Wednesday to
Friday, 10am to 4pm);
and www.nickyriveruggs.
com.au
Nicky River Uggs
offers a flat rate of
postage per parcel within
Australia.

Hand made in
Tasmania’s Huon Valley
Nicky River Uggs stall,
site 206, at Salamanca
Market every Saturday
8.30 - 3pm
Workshop direct sales
935 Nicholls Rivulet Rd,
Nicholls Rivulet,
Wed - Fri, 10am - 4pm

0419 858 233
nickyriveruggs@gmail.com

Online store available www.nickyriveruggs.com.au

Brett and Christine Kinnear at their Salamanca Market stall. Photo credit: Karen Brown

Is self-employment for you? Turn your idea, product, or service into a business
HAVE you got an idea
for a small business, but
not sure what to do
next? You’re not alone.
Business South’s
Entrepreneurship
Facilitator program,
Australian government
funded initiative can
help make your small
business idea a reality,
offering free, practical
and confidential guidance
and support to potential
business owners in the
greater Hobart area and
south-east Tasmania.

The program offers
one on-one mentoring
in person or remotely.
Covering all aspects of
starting and running a
small business – from
registering business
names, website domains
and your ABN through
to financial, marketing
and strategic advice.
Business South also
runs monthly workshops
and information sessions
and can refer potential
start-ups to other services
for further training,

mentoring and possible
funding.
“When you’re playing
with the idea of starting
a business, it can be
really overwhelming
if you go online and
search for support,”
Entrepreneurship
Facilitator Sharon Harvey
said.
“The advantage of our
program is that we offer
the opportunity to sit
down and talk to a real
person, brainstorm your
idea and talk through
the things you need to
consider.
“Once we understand
where someone’s at
in their small business
journey, based on their
needs we can do further
one-on-one mentoring
with them or refer

them to other relevant
programs and services,
remembering our
services are completely
free.”
The Entrepreneurship
Facilitator program is
offering online and
in-person free online
workshops:
What you need to
know when getting
started in small
business: This short
online information
session will cover all
the basic concepts any
potential small business
owner needs to consider
before going into
business.
Topics will include
things to consider before
you start out; how to
assess your business
idea; the basics of

planning and marketing;
and how to best set
yourself up for success.
YouTube for
beginners: Are you
considering starting a
YouTube Channel? This
short online workshop
will cover the basics of
starting a channel, the
tech, consistency, and
time considerations
and what is required to
monetise your channel.

Podcasting for
beginners: Have you
thought about starting
a podcast but you’re
not sure where to start,
what is required tech or
time-wise? This in-person
workshop in Bellerive is
for you.
Join successful
podcaster Mikala from
Inspired Office and
Sharon from Business
South at this free

workshop as they
explain podcasting for
beginners, with the
opportunity to network
and ask questions
throughout.
For more information
or to book your free
place in the program, go
to www.businesssouth.
org.au (upcoming
events) or email
sharon@businesssouth.
org.au

Start your business journey

Have you got an idea for a business? Where to from here?
There’s free assistance to support you on your journey through
the maze to self-employment. An Australian Government Initiative.
The Entrepreneurship Facilitator program, delivered by Business South
in the Greater Hobart and South East Tasmania, can help you with free,
practical, and conﬁdential guidance and support on all aspects of starting
and running a small business from registering a business name and ABN
to marketing guidance and on-going general support. We offer one-on-one
mentoring in person or remotely, referrals into other relevant support
programs and services, as well as monthly free workshops and information
sessions. In April 2022 we have some great topics on offer for you to book
yourself in for (FREE, online and in-person).
• What you need to know when getting started in small business
• YouTube for beginners
• Podcasting for beginners

Entrepreneurship Facilitator Sharon Harvey

Bookings are essential. Full details and to book are on our website
www.businesssouth.org.au (upcoming events) or contact Sharon,
Entrepreneurship Facilitator on her mobile 0455 372 023 or email
sharon@businesssouth.org.au
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Ochre’s extended trading hours
AFTER-hours GP
services in Hobart
have been bolstered,
with Ochre Medical
Centre Hobart recently
extending its trading
hours.
The practice has
extended its weekday
hours from 8am until
8pm, and is now
opening from 9am until
2pm on Saturdays and
Sundays.
Practice manager
Melisa Lockley is excited
for the opportunity this
presents to service a
growing demand in the

community.
“We have noticed
a large growth in the
number of enquiries we
receive about access
to services on evenings
and weekends, and with
recent additions to our
GP team we’re now in
a position to be able to
offer that service,” she
said.
“Hobart has never
had many options on
that front, so we’re
eager to meet that
demand and welcome
some new patients to
the practice.”

The recently
refurbished medical
centre opened its
doors in September
2021, merging several
well-established Hobart
practices into a stateof-the-art “Health Hub”
facility located at level
1, 242 Liverpool Street.
The practice
currently hosts 16
General Practitioners
with a broad range of
specialties, from child
health to aged care.
The practice also
provides a patient lift,
disabled parking, patient

drop-off facilities and
on-site pathology, and
has plans to further
expand these services in
the future.
To find out more
about Ochre Medical
Centre or book an
appointment, visit
ochrehealth.com.au or
phone 6223 1055.
At the website you
can also download
the Ochre app - the
easiest way to book
appointments, add them
to your calendar, get
reminders and check-in
online.

WELCOMING NEW PATIENTS
Ochre Medical Centre Hobart is now operating with extended trading
hours, including evenings till 8pm as well as weekends till 2pm and is
excited to be welcoming new patients.
Centrally located at Level 1/242 Liverpool Street the practice is a short
walk from the Hobart CBD, and provides a patient lift, disabled parking
and patient drop-off amenities.

Glenview CEO Damien Jacobs, Glenview Executive Manager Aged Care & Clinical Governance
Rene Wise, sewing group member Molly Randall, St John’s nurse unit manager Lisa Cattaruzza
and Calvary social worker Tanya Zollner

The sewing
sweethearts

A GROUP of crafty
Glenview residents were
happy to recently deliver
the last batch of handstitched felt hearts they
had made for patients
and families in St John’s
Hospital’s Gibson Unit.
The sewing group Daphne Jackson, Mary
Jillett, Molly Randall, Fay
Absolm, Betty Dazeley
and Margaret Geeves created more than 1,000
of the hearts over the past
12 months, with the help
of volunteers Kathy and
Cheryl.
The ladies recently
invited social worker
Tanya Zollner and St
John’s nurse unit manager
Lisa Cattaruzza to visit
Glenview to meet them
and collect the last batch
of pocket-sized hearts,
which are given to
people as a talisman of
love, courage, hope and
comfort.
Sarah De Jonge of
Hobart started this 1000
Hearts kindness project in
2016, to spread love and
compassion.
The Glenview sewing
group was unable to

gather during lockdown,
and the volunteers unable
to visit. So Karen Parsell
and the activities team
put together sewing kits
for the group, and The
1,000 Hearts kindness
project rolled on – with
more than 1,200 hearts
completed.
“It was lovely to have
something to do, to keep
me out of mischief,”
Daphne said.
Now, the dedicated
sewing group come
together for an hour or
two each week and make
gifts for others in the
community.
Their first project was
making fabric Care Bags
for families of patients
to take their loved one’s
effects home from
hospital, rather than in a
generic plastic bag. It’s a
small but significant act of
kindness.
Recently the group
stitched embroidered
name tags on to the
beautiful, crocheted knee
rugs that Barbara made to
keep her mind occupied
before surgery and later
donated to Glenview

residents.
They’ve also been
making ‘twiddle blankets’
- lap-sized pieces of fabric
with interesting tactile
objects like buttons,
ribbons and beads
attached, giving agitated
or anxious people
something to do with
their hands.
The blankets are
designed to trigger
memories and stimulate
senses while keeping
‘restless hands’ busy,
providing a soothing
and stimulating activity
for people living with
dementia or recovering
from strokes.
For our Glenview
residents, these
craft activities are a
comfortable way to
socialise while creating a
heart, bag or blanket as a
gift for someone else.
The group is inclusive,
and a job is found for
everyone who wants to
participate.
If you are interested in
volunteering at Glenview,
phone volunteer
coordinator Karen Parsell
on 6277 8800.

Short-stay respite Care for You
as if I’m at home.
“IThefeelstaff
are happy for

you to do what you are
comfortable with.
That’s what I like.

“

Leslye stays at Bisdee for a week or so,
about three times a year.

Monday to Friday: 8.00am – 8.00pm
Weekends: 9.00am – 2.00pm
Level 1, 242 Liverpool Street
P 6223 1055

Bisdee at Glenview has hotel-like accommodation
for respite care that feels more like a holiday.

ochrehealth.com.au

You’re welcome to join the social activities and bus trips
For a tour contact
with our community centre group, or relax while our
Tammy on 03 6277 8800
professional and friendly staff make you feel at home.
enquiries@glenview.org.au
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DISTRIBUTORS WANTED
EARN EXTRA
CASH IN YOUR
LOCAL AREA!
Are you interested in
delivering newspapers
and catalogues to
household letterboxes
in your area?
SCAN THE QR CODE
TO LEARN MORE
Asuria Community Engagement Officer Cynthia Jennings

Call goes out for new wave
of Job Coaches in Hobart
THERE’S a new
employment services
provider coming to town,
aiming to transform
the lives of Tasmanians
- and they’re looking
for Eastern Shore Sun
readers to join them.
Asuria has been
helping people to reach
their job and career goals
for more than 25 years,
and from July they’re
going to be bringing their
expertise to job seekers
in Tasmania.
To make that happen,
they’re opening up
their doors to people in
Tasmania interested in
taking up new roles as
Job Coaches/Mentors
and support staff helping people to find
and stay in work that
matters.
Job applicants don’t
even need to have any
experience to get started
in the employment
services industry, with
training provided to help
them become part of a

new wave of first-class
Tasmanian Job Coaches.
What makes a
successful Asuria
Job Coach/Mentor
is a combination of
empathy, the ability to
build relationships, a
commitment to excellent
customer service, and
everyday office skills
with things like Microsoft
Office, Word and Excel.
More than anything
though, Asuria is looking
for people with a passion
for helping others.
In exchange, the
company promises
ongoing support for its
staff, combined with job
security and the ability
to reach their own job
and career dreams by
helping others to reach
theirs.
“At Asuria we’re all a
part of something which
we call Enterprising
Heart, which really sums
up what it’s like to be
part of the company,”
Asuria Community

Engagement Officer
Cynthia Jennings said.
“One of the things I
love most about the role
is the teamwork, the
supportive environment,
and the culture that
everyone helps to create.
“To know that we’ve
all got each other’s back
is one of the things that
makes this such a special
team to be a part of.”
Cynthia said being
an Asuria Job Coach/
Mentor or Community
Engagement Officer
is all about building
relationships.
“The way I help
participants discover
their dream roles is by
really sitting down and
getting to know them,
building a rapport with
them, and establishing
trust and understanding,”
she said.
“As Job Coaches,
when we’re able to do
that and really get to the
heart of who people are,
what they’re interested

in, and what they love to
do, that’s when we get
to make a real difference
in people’s lives.”
Cynthia said
Tasmanians can get a
lot out of a career with
Asuria.
“You’ll know when
you’ve found your
dream job, when you’re
able to have fun with
your team, when you
feel that support behind
you, and when you turn
up every day wanting
to put your best foot
forward for the people
you’re there to help,”
she said.
“I’m very lucky
because I’ve been able
to find that with Asuria.”
Job opportunities with
Asuria are open now.
So if you’re interested in
seeing if you have what
it takes to be an Asurian,
helping the people in
your community to find
and stay in work that
matters, visit www.asuria.
com.au/careers

Achieve your dreams
by helping others
achieve theirs
Become a Job Coach today.
Learn more at: www.asuria.com.au/careers

www.deliverfordollars.com.au

1300 732 377
1300
732 377
www.onroadoffroad.edu.au
www.onroadoffroad.edu.au

RTO 60071
RTO 60071

Hear all the secrets

Reconnect by improving your hearing
• Providing professional and personalised hearing
health care, since 2001.
• Our Independent Audiologists can assess and
treat hearing disorders for adults and children.
• Prescribing the latest hearing technology to suit
your needs and lifestyle.

P 6244 1993 E wehearyou@easternaudiology.com.au
W www.easternaudiology.com.au

Phillip Stephens
FUNERALS

personal...

with care
that makes
the difference
ph: (03) 6245 0544 www.psfunerals.com
Office - 25 Electra Place, Mornington Chapel - 28 Riawena Road, Rosny
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Pet Talk
Ten Lives

12 Selfs Point Road, New Town
Open
Mon - Sat 10.00 - 4.00
Sun 10.00 - 2.30
6278 2111
tenlives.com.au

ADOPT

Crisco

8 Years Old Female #17135

She is an absolute delight and a sweet
heart. She loves a smooch and a scratch,
and to be around her people. The way to this
little ladies heart is through food. She loves
treats, roast chicken and wet food.

After: Crisco was cleared for adoption and is now our ‘office cat’ as she waits for her new family to discover her

Tammy

1 Year Old Female #17288

Tammy is a sweet and playful cat who
has been building her confidence during
her time in foster care and now here at
the Centre. She is waiting for someone to
discover her quirky, affectionate nature!

Edmond

8 Years Old Male #17398

Edmond is an older boy who likes to be near
you and the action within the household.
He loves to be stroked, talked to, and will
happily sit on the arm of the chair you sit in.
He is available from our Margate Op Shop.

Apricot

2 Years Old Female #15483

Apricot is a sweet and loving lady. She is
obsessed with being with you and doesn’t
like being in a different room to her humans.
She is a chatty girl and would do well with a
home where she gets lots of attention.

You can find out more about these kitties
along with all of our kitties available for
adoption at tenlives.com.au

Every cat has a story.

Are you part of it?

#ADOPT

Cats like Sam and Crisco remind us that it’s all worth it
Rich East – Ten Lives
Cat Centre
I HAVE some good news
for you from Ten Lives. A
few editions ago I shared
with you the story of a
black cat named Sam
- this was our problem
kitty who didn’t quite
know how claws worked
and who would often
accidentally scratch us.
As you know, Sam
became our office cat
while he waited for his
adoption.
Last month, when
we celebrated 365 days
of Sam being with us,
the staff were getting
exceedingly concerned
that Sam may be stuck
with us forever.
Sam wasn’t particularly
worried though, as he was
quite content with his life
supervising the reception
staff and lounging around
our Manager Noel’s
office. In fact, he had
developed quite a bond
with Noel, and the two
would seek each other
out every morning when
Noel arrived.
But there were grander
moments yet to come

in the story of Sam’s
life, and that was the
moment someone by the
name of Susan walked in
and fell a little bit in love
with him.
After 369 days in our
care, I am overjoyed to
announce that Sam has
now been adopted. The
latest update from Susan
is that Sam has settled
in well and has found
the perfect spot by the
window to watch the
chickens.
It took more than
a year for that day to
come, but for cats like
Sam, it is worth it. We
will miss you Sam.
It’s been a strange
month for adoptions
at the Centre. We have
had a few weekends
where not many kitties
were adopted. Kittens
that would ordinarily
fly out the door were
left waiting for days,
and as the Centre filled
to capacity, it left us
wondering why.
There’s a lot going
on in the world and
my only guess is that
people might be
hesitant to make any big

commitments right now.
This is understandable but these cats still need
a home.
Cats like eight-year-old
Crisco. In December last
year, Crisco was found
by the side of the road
in a cardboard box.
She had a horrific collar
injury to her armpit that
proved to be a difficult
rehabilitation.
Antibiotics and
anti-inflammatory
medications and some
artful bandaging were
enough to stave off
the initial infection, but
surgery was required to
help close the wound. I
followed Crisco’s story
closely and shared her
progress with our V.E.T.S.
Club.
Our Vital and
Emergency Treatment
Supporters Club gives
people exclusive and
behind-the-scenes access
to the stories of our Vet

Room, while allowing
them to contribute
monthly to treatment
costs of kitties in need.
This can be as little as
$20 per month and
further details can be
found on the Ten Lives
website.
For Crisco, her months
long rehabilitation was
declared a success when
the Vet Team cleared her
for adoption.
Over that period, she
received over 35 vet
check-ups. That’s not
only a testament to the
determination of our Vet
Team - but it is also a
testament to the strength
and patience of this little
cat.
Crisco has been
through a lot in her eight
years, but she still has the
sweetest personality and
a gentle and kind nature.
She loves her treats,
though she is not a big
fan of other cats.

She is now available
for adoption, replacing
Sam as our Office Cat.
It didn’t take long for
her to settle into the
office, and when you
walk past you’ll often
notice her gaze following
you as she sits on the
boss’ chair.
We will now wait
for that moment that
reminds us all that it is all
worth it – adoption day.
As much as the staff
and volunteers have
loved having Crisco in
their lives, it is time for
her to find the home she
deserves. I’m hoping that
won’t take too long.

Ten Lives Cat Shelter
is a self-funded animal
charity that relies on
donations and volunteers
to care for and rehome
the unwanted cats and
kittens of Tasmania.
See how you can get
involved: tenlives.com.au

ENFIELD KENNELS
& CATTERY
DOG & CAT RESORT
Only 15 minutes from the airport!

We look after your prized dogs
and cats, and give them a holiday
whilst you are on holiday!

0459 998 009
Enfield Lane – Campania

www.enfieldkennels.com.au

Before: Crisco’s injuries were horrific and took many months of rehabilitation to get her ready
for adoption
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Microfocus – managing stress naturally
Jo Cordell-Cooper
TELL someone they
need to manage their
stress better and their
eyes glaze over.
Ask them to go hiking
and they are excited,
interested, and already
thinking about how to
get fit enough to really
enjoy it!
I’ve worked with
hundreds of women with
hiking as the goal. For
some of them it’s about
being confident enough
to say yes to quite
modest 1-2 hour hikes,
while others set the bar
higher with multi-day
hikes requiring a heavy
pack.
Age is irrelevant but
what they share is a
delight in being outdoors,
having something
(challenging) to strive
towards, and a sense of
adventure.
One thing I like to

impart on my hikers
is the healing and
meditative power of
nature.
I first tried this
mindfulness technique
at one of my weekend
retreats and I got such a
positive response from
participants that I weave
it into any experience
that I can!
I call this microfocus,
and it is exactly that!
Within a few minutes
you will be feeling
more focused and have
increased clarity.
This is very powerful
and enjoyable and easy
to do – and it’s free.
You do not need to
be a hiker to do this, but
you do need a tree or a
flower – something to
microfocus on.
Here’s how to
microfocus:
• Get up close to
something in nature –
close enough that you

Chefaholic
Cooking School
and Catering

AAPADDOCK
PADDOCKTO
TOPLATE
PLATECOOKING
COOKINGEXPERIENCE
EXPERIENCEFOR
FORALL
ALL

Chefaholic Cooking School

A paddock to plate cooking experience for all

CHOCOLATE RASPBERRY BALLS
PUMPKIN
BREAD
(GLUTEN-FREE
AND VEGAN)
Duck à l’orange
Ingredients

Ingredients
Ingredients

minutes. Remove from

• 250ml Pureed
• 1 Tbsp
olive with
oil Grand
oven
and cover
x 2kg 1whole
duck
•• 1pumpkin
1/2(room
cups
desiccated
coconut
Marnier
and cook
for a
•
500g
plain
flour
• 150g butter
further 5 minutes.
temperature)
•• 100ml Grand
1 1/4 cups
frozen raspberries
Marnier
• 2 tsp dry yeast.
50 mlvinegar
warm water
••50ml
Remove
from
oven
and
•
1 tbs maple syrup•(can
use
honey)
Pepitas
and
sunflower
••50g
castor
strain all liquid into a
1 tsp
Salt sugar
seeds
(optional)
adddark
in
vinegar,
sugar
3 oranges
•• Juice of200g
70 per cent pot,
cocoa
chocolate
• 1 Tsp sugar
and juice of 3 oranges
• 6 oranges

and reduce until a nice
consistency.
1. In a food processor, blitz coconut and raspberries
1.
To
make
pumpkin
puree
you
will need
a cup
ofcut
Clean and pat dry duck,
peel
with the maple syrup (orMeanwhile
honey) until
theand
mixture
and enough
water
to
cover
heatchopped
butter inpumpkin
fry pan large
oranges
and prep
withit.take
no
holds
its
shape
It or
may
Either
on
thewhen
stovepressed
top
inor
atogether.
saucepan
place isin
enough
toboil
hold
duck
and
skin
seed. When
sauce
a
few
minutes.
Working
quickly,
form
into
small
fry duck
for
approximately
a microwave on high for 8nearly
to 10 ready
mins. add segments
5 minutes.
balls and
on aistray
lined
baking
paper.
sauce
and
warm
- do not
2.
When
the place
pumpkin
softto
use
awith
blender
to process
in aside
the freezer
for an
lethour.
oranges break down.
it.Place
Stand
to cool.
Place duck in oven for
2.*These
Melt
chocolate
in abebowl
of on
next
steps
can
doneover
witha asaucepan
bread maker
approximately
45 minutes
Carve duck and cover
dough
setting.
simmering
in the
microwave
for
a
minute
on 180°C
bastingwater,
as youorgo.
with sauce and arrange
TurnInat
heat
down
to 160°C
time
until
melted.
Remove
balls from
freezer
3.
aabowl
place
the 50 ml
warm water,
sugar
and
segments.
andyeast
cook
for abyfurther
30and
together.
setinaside
until frothy,
and one
one,Mix
dip
them
chocolate,
allowing
njoyor!
E
about
10 mins.
the excess
to drip off. Leave to set on a sheet of

focus on one small
detail
• Stop - look - for a
good five minutes
• What jumps out at
you?
• What can you now
see that you could not
before?
• What can you
hear? Smell?
• What colours jump
out at you?
Perhaps you saw tiny
bugs, or spider webs,
or water drops. There
is no right or wrong
experience, but in just
five minutes my clients
tell me that their busy
brain quietens, and
sounds they did not hear
before pop out like the
chirping of a bird or a
bee buzzing nearby.
They tell me that in

just five minutes of doing
a microfocus they feel
calm and settled.
For those of you who
suffer from ‘high neural
stress’ or symptoms like
brain fog, forgetfulness,
mental overwhelm, or
you can’t think straight,
you might like to try a
microfocus frequently
to manage your stress
naturally.

Jo Cordell-Cooper
operates the awardwinning business Jo CC
Holistic PT – where you
learn to manage stress
naturally, get fit for hiking
and hike to get fit!
Make contact at jo@
jocc.com.au or check out
her website www.jocc.
com.au for a range of
blogs just like this.

Fuel your body with Hartz
WE have all heard the
general health advice that
we should drink more
water.
All the body’s chemical
processes take place in
water. We need water
for digestion, to absorb
nutrients, to help us
move, get rid of waste
and to regulate our body
temperature. Water
lubricates our joints,
supports cell growth, and
promotes healthy skin.
Water is an essential
part of a healthy balanced
diet.
When we don’t drink
enough water we become
dehydrated, and even low
levels of dehydration can
make us feel tired, sluggish
and irritable.
In fact, the symptoms of
dehydration are the same
as hunger. Sometimes
people think they are
hungry when in fact
that are just dehydrated
and this can contribute
to more calories being
consumed, when a glass
of water would have done
the trick.
Water is actually an
appetite suppressant and
drinking a glass of water
before a meal can also
help reduce overall calorie
intake.
To stay hydrated it is
important to drink before
we feel thirsty. This is
especially important when
we are exercising or if it’s
a hot day.
When we exercise, we

lose even more fluids
through sweat, and we
need to replace this to
maintain our hydration
levels. But we also
lose vital electrolytes
in our sweat, including
a significant amount
of sodium and lesser
amounts of potassium,
calcium and magnesium.
Electrolytes are
minerals that conduct
electricity when dissolved
in water. They are
essential for controlling
our fluid balance
(hydration), regulating our
blood pressure, helping
our muscles contract
(including our heart), and
maintaining the correct
pH levels in our blood.
The loss of bodily
fluids and electrolytes
can lead to decreased
strength, speed and focus.
It was for this reason that
sports drinks were first
formulated.
These products were
originally designed
to rapidly rehydrate
sportsmen and women.
They also included large
amounts of sugar to
provide an instant energy
boost.
They were formulated
for premium athletes who
would expend enormous
amounts of calories every
day and could easily burn
the extra sugar contained
in the drink.
Today some of the
most popular sports
drinks on the market still

contain 9-15 teaspoons of
sugar per serve. That is as
much as a can of regular
cola.
But if you are like me
and exercise regularly
to maintain a level of
cardio fitness and a
healthy weight, then
it doesn’t make sense
to spend half an hour
exercising to expend 300
calories only to have a
sports drink afterwards
and immediately drink
another 200-300 calories.
Most of us need to
replace the lost fluids
and lost electrolytes but
not replace the calories
we have just worked
so hard to burn. That is
where some of the new
hydration and sports
drinks come into play.
Drinks like the new
Hartz Sports range
provide a generous
amount of fluids (750ml),
but also contain the
electrolytes and vitamins
we need to remain active.
And most importantly,
Hartz Sports has no sugar
and less than 10 calories
per bottle.
Hartz Sports includes
the four major electrolytes
we lose through our
sweat (sodium, potassium,
calcium and magnesium)
and 25 per cent of our
daily requirement of
critical vitamins B3, B5,
B6 and B12. This helps us
rehydrate and also helps
our muscles recover after
exercise.

Method

Method
Method

4. In
a larger
bowl
place the flour
and salt.
Make a well
baking
paper.
For
further
information
please
contact:
in the centre and put in olive oil, cooled pumpkin
3.
Refrigerate until ready to serve.
E: chefaholic.tas@gmail.com
puree and the yeast mix. Mix together and turn out
P: 0407
720bench
or 0448
367 for 10 mins, if
onto 175
a floured
top 820
and knead
www.chefaholiccookingschool.com
dough is sticky add a bit more flour. Set aside for
half an hour or until doubled in size. Knead again for
For further
information please contact:
10 mins and set aside for another half an hour.

E: chefaholic.tas@gmail.com
5. When dough has risen again flatten out slightly
P: 0407
720pepitas
or 0448
820 367 seeds onto
and 175
sprinkle
and sunflower
www.chefaholiccookingschool.com
the dough. Form into the shape of loaf you want,
containing the seeds on the inside.

6. Set aside again to rise for 40 mins.
7. Set oven to 195oC

ELECTROLYTES
VITAMINS

ELECTROLYTES
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AUTUMN GARDENING
Big range of
landscaping supplies
We can also deliver
landscape materials
in bulka bags

For all your...

Top Quality Garden &
Landscape Supplies
P 6244 6333
M 0429 545 308

124 Mornington Road
Mornington

Range of different
delivery vehicles to
suit your driveway
Pickup landscape
material in your
trailer/ute
Bulk Products Include:
Potting Mixes
Organic Compost
Loam
Veggie Mix
Manures
Sands

Biochar
Mulches
Pinebark
Pebbles, Gravels
& More

Helping
Tasmanians
Grow Since 1982
Horticultural and
Landscape Supplies
is a proudly
Tasmanian owned
company that
specialises in the
manufacture and
distribution of
quality certified
horticultural
products to meet
our industry and
customer needs. It's
our 40th year
serving Tasmanians
and we proudly
continue to evolve
and innovate.

For Prompt Delivery Phone: 03 6263 4688
Trading Hours: Mon-Fri 8am - 5pm

www.hals.com.au

Do you want to make your outdoor
space beautiful, healthy & productive
Plantago Permaculture offers professional
permaculture design services to suit your
lifestyle and budget.
A permaculture designed garden can
save you time, money, reduce waste
and provide a sustainable and
productive space.
Whether you have a large or small
property, patio, or are renting, we can
work with you to transform your vision
into a functional design.
Contact us to discuss your project and
for a free quote.

Call now for all your
gardening needs

PH: 131 546
or book online

jimsmowing.net

Fully Insured and Security
Checked.

Permaculture to suit your lifestyle
www.plantagopermaculture.com

0481 747 670

@ plantagopermaculture

?
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Masonic Care Tasmania – live life with us
AT Masonic Care
Tasmania, our purpose
is to enrich the lives
of the individuals and
communities we serve.
Thanks to today’s
higher standard of living
and advances in medical
science, more people
are living for longer. At
Masonic Care Tasmania
we support our clients to
age with dignity and live
life the as they choose.
Through our values
of choice, compassion,
respect and innovation,
our clients and their
experience is at the
centre of everything we
do.
Founded by
Freemasons and based
on the core belief of
care for the community
at large, Masonic Care
Tasmania Inc. have
become renowned and
recognised providers of
aged care in Tasmania
for the past 60 years.
Whilst steeped in
the rich history of
Freemasonry, Masonic
Care Tasmania’s range
of services are accessible
and available to all
Tasmanians.
As Tasmania’s fifthlargest provider of aged
care services, we pride
ourselves on what
we describe as our
‘continuum of care’,
delivering tailored and
fit-for-purpose services in
your own home, through
our day therapy centres,
in our independent
living units or in one of
our residential facilities.
Masonic Care
Tasmania is one of

only a few Tasmanian
organisations that offers
services to support
you at any stage,
meaning you can stay
independent but still get
help when you need it.
Operating as a not-forprofit, there is nothing
more important to
Masonic Care Tasmania
than our clients. Fulfilling
individual client needs
ensures we never lose
sight of the people we
serve. We can support
you to navigate the
aged care system in
an affordable way, no
matter your need or
circumstance.

Home Care
Services:

Many Tasmanians
today are eligible for a
variety of home care
packages, enabling
Masonic Care’s trained
staff to come to your
home and deliver
quality, in-home care
services.
Our quality personal
home care service is
designed to help you
make the most of living
your life, the way you
choose in your own
home.
Whether you need
assistance shopping or
in-home respite services,
our carers will offer
you support whenever,
wherever and however
you need it.
When spending time
with you, our staff
work hard to build a
trusting, meaningful
relationship while
remaining respectful
of your privacy and

your personal home
environment.
Last year, our expert
staff supported our
clients with 37,695
hours of community care
and home care services
across Tasmania

extended care assistants
to provide you with
the highest standard of
care. With a range of
specialist services and
lifestyle activities on

offer, our residential
care facilities are fully
equipped to help you
live in comfort and
safety.
We are passionate

about delivering great
services, we have the
courage to explore
better ways of doing
and being, and we
commit to upholding

the rights, beliefs and
choices of individuals.
Masonic Care
Tasmania – Live Life
with Us.
Call 1300 988 160.

Independent
Living:

As one of Tasmania’s
leading providers of
retirement living across
Tasmania, we have
wonderful retirement
units situated in the
heart of beautiful
Lindisfarne close to
nearby shops, cafes and
transport.
We offer one, two
or three-bedroom
retirement units;
personalised, accessible
support services; and
access to retirement
village community
facilities.
By joining our
retirement living
community, you will
have all the benefits of a
retirement community,
with the safety, dignity
and independence of
living in your own home
– it’s the best of both
worlds.

Residential Care | Respite Care

Residential Care:

At Masonic Care
Tasmania, we offer a
range of residential
aged care services and
living options through
modern, comfortable
and safe residential care
accommodation - all
equipped to support
your needs and
situation.
Registered nursing
staff work alongside

More than
1000 people
choose to live
life with us

Home Care | Retirement Living
For further information please call

1300 988 160
Or visit

masoniccaretas.com.au
Freemasons Home Lindisfarne
Peace Haven Norwood
Fred French Newstead
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Exercising their passion for people
HOBART Exercise
Physiology is a locally
owned and operated
Allied Health clinic,
providing services from
our brand-new South
Hobart clinic and also
offering home visit
options for people
managing a wide range of
health conditions.
A growing small
business looking to
expand through 2022
and beyond, at Hobart
Exercise Physiology we
are a team of four fulltime Accredited Exercise
Physiologists (AEP) who
have each completed
a minimum four-year
university degree and
accumulated more than
500 hours of clinical
experience.
We specialise in
exercise prescription for
a wide range of health
conditions including
diabetes, asthma, chronic
pain, osteoarthritis and
osteoporosis, mental
health conditions,
post-cancer treatment,
physical and intellectual
disabilities, postinjury musculoskeletal
rehabilitation, and many
more.
We also provide

strength and conditioning
services for athletes
designed to improve
performance and prevent
injuries, as well as injury
pre-screening and
management.
Clare and Robb
created Hobart Exercise
Physiology based on
their passion for helping
people.
“We work with our
clients to achieve their
health and wellbeing
goals, improve their
quality of life, and
maintain and improve
their independence,”
Clare said.
“Whether that be
going for a run with the
kids, getting in and out
of bed safely, reducing
falls, weight loss or pain
management, we are with
our clients every step of
the way to ensure they
feel supported and safe in
our space.”
We see a broad range
of ages and conditions
- our current clientele
ranges from six years
old through to 87 - and
we pride ourselves on
providing the highest
quality service to all our
clients.
During an initial

consultation we work
with our clients to
complete a thorough
subjective and objective
assessment, addressing
any issues you may be
having, looking at how
you move, setting goals,
and developing an
exercise plan to begin
your journey.
At our South Hobart
clinic we have a fully
functional gym space
with cardio equipment,
free weights, barbells,
a pilates reformer and
cable machines, which
can be accessed via oneon-one, partner or small
group sessions under the
supervision of a qualified
AEP.
Our services can be
accessed privately without
a referral, and private

health rebates may
apply. Clients may also
be eligible for Medicare
rebates with an Enhanced
Primary Care plan referral
from their GP.
We are also a
Registered NDIS service
provider; can assist those
on WorkCover or MAIB
insurance schemes;
and our AEPs regularly
complete professional
development courses
as we strive to become
Tasmania’s leading
exercise physiology clinic.
To find out more
about our services
head to www.
hobartexercisephysiology.
com.au, call us on
0447 533 083,
or email admin@
hobartexercisephysiology.
com.au

(L-R) Hobart Exercise Physiology AEPs Courtney Dowling,
Robb Macmillan, Clare Goss and Chris Hunt

Moonah resident Katherine Black

Katherine’s year of
living independently
MOONAH National
Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS)
participant Katherine
Black is celebrating
one year of living
independently in her
own unit with reduced
supports – something
people doubted she
could do.
The 62-year-old, who
has Down syndrome, had
previously been living in
a unit that was managed
as a group home, with
24/7 care available.
But Katherine says
she didn’t need aroundthe-clock care because
she was capable and
confident enough to do
most daily living tasks
herself.
So her chosen local
providers – Mel from
Life Choices Support and
Catherine Baker from
Coordination Plus - set
about making Katherine’s

goal a reality.
Now she is proving her
doubters wrong, enjoying
life in her own unit and
feeling quite proud of
herself.
“Living independently
has been my goal for
years. I wanted to prove
to everyone I could do it,
and I did,” Katherine said.
“My unit is lovely; it’s
wonderful. I’m really
enjoying being here, and
Bobbie (the budgie) and
I love watching ‘Tipping
Point’ and ‘The Masked
Singer’ on TV.”
Katherine’s coordinator
of supports Catherine
Baker said it had taken
a few years of intensive
work to get Katherine to
this point.
“She had to achieve
lots of tasks along the
way to show people she
could take responsibility
before she moved out
to live independently,”

Catherine said.
“Katherine found
(her previous
accommodation) noisy
and disruptive, and she
didn’t really need all that
support. We could see it
was really affecting her
health.
“Now she’s got this
lovely little one-bedroom
unit with a kitchen,
meals area and lounge.
She’s so much happier
and her general health
and wellbeing has really
improved.”
The NDIS provides
Australians aged
under 65 who have
a permanent and
significant disability
with the supports they
need to live more
independently and to
increase their social and
economic participation.
For more information,
visit www.ndis.gov.au

THE team at OneCare’s
Barossa Park aged care
facility have trialled a
ground-breaking device
called the Tovertafel – an
innovative technology
which projects light and
movement onto a table
or surface, providing
interactive games that
respond to players’ hand
and arm movements.
The Tovertafel has

been incredibly popular
in aged care facilities
around the world,
with studies proving
the technology breaks
through apathy, reduces
sadness in nursing home
residents and stimulates
physical activity. These
positive results are even
more apparent in people
living with dementia.
OneCare is a

Tasmanian not-forprofit aged care service
provider, with five
residential homes
supporting more than
2,000 clients and
employing 800 people
across the state.
It has been providing
residential aged care
for more than 40
years and now offers a
comprehensive range
of additional services
to clients throughout
Tasmania, including
home care, hospice care
and independent living
accommodation.
OneCare’s top
priority is the health and
wellbeing of its residents,
and it is constantly
looking for ways it can
improve the quality of
life of those it cares for.
Trialling the Tovertafel
technology was an
opportunity too good to
pass up, and the residents
and staff at Barossa Park
were incredibly thankful.

OneCare team trial Tovertafel

PROVIDING SPECIALIST EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION FOR:






Cancer care
Metabolic Conditions
Cardiac & Pulmonary Conditions
Musculoskeletal Conditions
Chronic Pain

PLUS MORE!

FULLY FUNCTIONAL GYM WITH DISABILITY ACCESS ON SITE
CONTACT US TODAY

0447 533 083

ADMIN@HOBARTEXERCISEPHYSIOLOGY.COM.AU

NDIS SERVICE PROVIDER
MEDICARE & PRIVATE HEALTH AVAILABLE

WWW.HOBARTEXERCISEPHYSIOLOGY.COM.AU

OneCare clients try the Tovertafel technology
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COTA calls older Tasmanians
to have their say on staying
healthy, engaged and resilient
COTA Tasmania is
currently immersed in an
exciting and important
community consultation
project on behalf of
the state government,
designed to get insights
into Tasmanians’ lived
experience of ageing.
The response since we
started the surveys in
February has been very
positive and we hope
to capture many more
opinions before the
project ends in June.
We are enjoying
listening to stories and
reading survey responses
and personal submissions
from (already) hundreds
of people across the
state, telling us what
they believe helps keep
people safe, connected
and healthy as they age.
We will be compiling
the responses
into a report and
recommendations to
government that will
inform the development
of the state’s next
Active Ageing Plan for
Tasmania, titled ‘Healthy,
Engaged and Resilient

– Development of a
Tasmanian Government
Strategy for Older
Tasmanians 2023-202’.
COTA Tasmania was
the principal contributor
to the government’s
current (2017-2022)
Active Ageing strategy,
through a consultation
held prior to its release
in 2017.
The views of all
Tasmanians of all ages
are important and
welcomed in developing
future strategies to build
the kind of state we
want to live in as we
age.
For the consultation
project we are again
using traditional surveys
submitted in hardcopy
and online by both
individuals and groups.
We’ve also been
having some excellent
conversations with
several community
sector groups, both in
person and online.
And we will
continue to be out
and about delivering
more information and

conversation sessions
and encouraging people
to complete a survey.
To make it as easy as
possible to participate,
we’ve distributed almost
5000 postcards with
survey questions printed
on them.
Participants have
written their responses
on the postcards and
returned to us at
COTA either at an
information session, by
post or via collaborating
organisations including
Meals on Wheels,
Libraries Tasmania,
Neighbourhood Houses
and Clubs Tasmania
members, who have
been wonderful partners
in this exercise.
We are pleased that
the Tasmanian Men’s
Shed Association is
encouraging their
members to participate
in the consultation,
by running a special
competition among
sheds.
The shed that makes a
sculpture from recycled
materials depicting active

Heidi Modrovich is the co-owner and Principal Audiologist of Ability Hearing and Balance – a
Tasmanian family owned hearing clinic in the heart of the Rosny Park Bus mall

ageing and is judged
winner will receive a
$500 Carbatec voucher.
Many people have
gone online to access
the surveys – there’s
a short one (same as
the postcards) and a
longer version for those
interested. The online
option has been popular
because it’s easy!
The online surveys
can be accessed via
our COTA Tasmania
website www.cotatas.
org.au/information/
consultation
If you or an
organisation you’re
involved with would
like to participate,
chat with COTA’s
consultation project
officer Brigid, or would
like some survey
postcards sent to you,
call us on 6231 3265 or
email brigidw@cotatas.
org.au
This is a genuine
opportunity for older
Tasmanians to have say
about their future living
in this wonderful state –
so please don’t waste it!

COTA CEO Sue Leitch

ABILITY Hearing and
Balance is pleased
to introduce Heidi
Modrovich, our coowner and Principal
Audiologist with more
than 20 years of
experience.
Heidi will now be
looking after patients on
the Eastern Shore every
Friday. Heidi is wellknown in the industry,
having spent many years
as a Product Specialist
troubleshooting complex
hearing aid cases and
training Audiologists
across Tasmania, Victoria
and Western Australia.
“Lots of people ask
me what to look for

when making a purchase
decision around hearing
aids,” Heidi said.
“The many options
and price points can
make the process
confusing.”
One of the most
important factors is
to ensure you feel
comfortable with the
Audiologist you are
seeing.
In Australia, you do
not have to be qualified
to sell hearing aids,
and with the industry
becoming more
commercialised it has
become increasingly
commonplace for things
to go wrong.

When it comes to hearing
aids it pays to be informed
Audiology Australia
Accredited Audiologists
hold postgraduate
qualifications and adhere
to strict clinical and
ethical standards.
Another important
factor to consider is
whether the hearing aid
recommended is best for
the company or for your
hearing needs.
Increasingly, many
hearing clinics are
owned by manufacturers
which means the staff
can only fit one brand of
hearing aid.
Whilst all the major
hearing aid brands
perform similarly, being
restricted to one brand

can sometimes mean
that the solution is not
completely tailored to
the client’s needs.
“When it comes to
hearing aids, patients
just want to know that
they are not purchasing
an expensive hearing
aid that they don’t need,
and that whatever they
are offered is going to
do the job for them,”
Heidi said.
Ability Hearing
and Balance is 100
per cent Tasmanian,
providing hearing aids
of all brands. Call 1300
327 776 to book an
appointment with our
Accredited Audiologist

Take the guess work out of hearing in crowded places...

Hearing Aids at Tassie Pricing!

From $1800 a pair....
FREE* Hearing Aids for eligible Pensioners
Stock Limited. Only 10 Devices available!

*Conditions apply under Australian Government Hearing Services Program

20 years of experience - Accredited Audiologists
Mr Nick Modrovich
Tasmanian Owned & Operated
Clinical Audiologist
Obligation free 14 day trials
CALL
5 Star Reviews
Earwax Suction Removal

ROSNY PARK
NORTH HOBART
GLENORCHY
KINGSTON
LAUNCESTON

1300 327 776

www.abilityhearing.com.au
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Tasmanian Numismatics
gives old coins new value
THOSE old coins and
notes you’ve got stashed
in the back of the
cupboard, buried in a
drawer or tucked under
the bed might actually be
worth a mint.
Rare coins and
banknotes can fetch
a pretty penny from
collectors, and Tasmanian
Numismatics can help
you cash in.
“Many people have
some old pennies,
thrippences and other
pre-decimal coins from
their grandparents that
they’ve held onto,”
Tasmanian Numismatics
owner Natalie Haddad
said.
“Even the old paper
decimal banknotes can
be worth something.
“A lot of people collect
coins and banknotes,
and there’s a whole
new bunch of collectors
coming through the ranks
who are keen to buy.”
Tasmanian
Numismatics buys coins,
notes, tokens, stamps,
gold, silver and other
collectables.

No collection is too big
or too small – whether
you’ve got one item
or a large collection
you would like to sell,
Tasmanian Numismatics
will evaluate it and make
you an obligation-free
offer.
With more than 40
years of combined
experience, John and
Natalie Haddad at
Tasmanian Numismatics
are able to offer their
customers a range of
services, including:
• Buying and selling
Australian and
international coins,
banknotes, tokens,
stamps, gold, silver
and other collectables
• Buying collections
and estates
• Valuation services
for insurance and
SMSF purposes
• Third-party grading
services
Tasmanian
Numismatics is an
authorised dealer for
third-party grading
service providers NGC,
PMG, PCGS and PCGS

Banknotes, and can
arrange for customers’
coins or banknotes to
be submitted for thirdparty authentication and
grading.
With the number
of counterfeit coins
and notes available
around the world, it is
important to guarantee
the authenticity of your
coins and banknotes
with a third-party grader.
If you require a
valuation on a coin,
note or collection for
insurance or SMSF
purposes, Tasmanian
Numismatics can
provide a written

valuation.
Or maybe you’re
looking to buy a
particular coin or note
for your collection –
Tasmanian Numismatics
will do their best to track
it down for you.
Tasmanian
Numismatics is situated
at Shop 11/113 Main
Road, Moonah, and is
open 9.30am-4.30m
Monday to Friday
and on Saturdays by
appointment. Phone
62008637, email info@
tasmaniannumismatics.
com.au or go to https://
tasmaniannumismatics.
com.au

Tasmanian Numismatics owner John Haddad examines coins

PAYING CASH
Australian and World
coins, banknotes,
stamps, gold,
jewellery, small
collectables and more
CONTACT US
Phone: (03) 6200 8637
Shop 11/113 Main Road, Moonah TAS
info@tasmaniannumismatics.com.au

Hobart’s Lesley Hall is recovering from stroke with the help of the Hobart Stroke Support Group

Connection crucial after stroke
A HOBART health
professional has thanked
her local stroke support
group for helping
her navigate the road
to recovery after
experiencing a stroke last
July.
Physiotherapist Lesley
Hall already had a strong
knowledge of stroke,
after spending 35 years
working with survivors
of stroke and traumatic
brain injury.
But she said
connecting with
people with similar
lived experiences was
empowering.
“Since my stroke
I have suffered from
fatigue which can
affect my speech and
communication,” she
said.
“But after joining the
Hobart Stroke Support
Group, I know I am not
alone. I can share my
thoughts and learn from
others, which has helped
me adapt my life.”
Stroke can change

lives in an instant. It’s
estimated more than 600
first-time strokes will be
experienced in Tasmania
this year, and there
are more than 11,000
stroke survivors in the
community.
Stroke Foundation
Tasmania state manager
Eamonn O’Toole said
recovering from a stroke
is an ongoing process
which can be incredibly
challenging.
“I am pleased Lesley
is utilising the Hobart
Stroke Support Group
to form connection and
friendships with people
who understand the
physical and emotional
impact of stroke – not
only on themselves, but
also on their loved ones,”
he said.
“We know support
like this makes a positive
difference to wellbeing.”
Lesley’s story highlights
the importance of
knowing how to
recognise a stroke – she
knew the most common

signs and phoned 000
when she realised
something was wrong.
The most common
signs of stroke are known
as F.A.S.T:
• Face – Check their
face. Has their mouth
drooped?
• Arms – Can they
lift both arms?
• Speech – Is their
speech slurred? Do
they understand you?
• Time – Time is
critical. If you see any
of these signs, call 000
straight away.
The Hobart Stroke
Support group meets
each month, alternating
between friendly coffee
catch-ups and formal
meetings featuring guest
speakers.
The group has
approximately 40
members of all ages,
and new members are
welcome. For more
information, go to
enableme.org.au and
search for ‘Hobart Stroke
Support Group’.

LEARN more about your
risk of dementia and
how you can self-manage
risk behaviours to build
resilience against the
condition at a Dementia,
Prevention and Wellbeing
Expo in April.
The expo will be
hosted by The ISLAND
Project - part of the
University of Tasmania’s
Wicking Dementia
Research and Education
Centre’s world-leading
research into the causes,
prevention and care of
dementia.
The ISLAND (Island
Study Linking Ageing
and Neurodegenerative
Disease) Project aims to
reduce the incidence of
dementia in Tasmania by
raising awareness of the
modifiable risk factors for

dementia.
Tasmanians 50 years
and over are encouraged
to sign up to participate
in this valuable dementia
research and education
opportunity.
You can find out more
about dementia at the
expo, which will feature
information about
dementia risk factors,
exhibits by dementia
service providers, and
activities that will give
you firsthand experience
of The ISLAND Project’s
research - like using
artificial intelligence
to help people with
dementia navigate.
“The expo brings
together a number of
organisations and services
in the one location so
people can easily find

out what is available in
the community,” project
manager Helen Douglas
said.
“Whether you need
support due to a
dementia diagnosis, want
to find out more about
how to reduce your risk
of dementia and other
health issues, or want to
see what services and
activities are happening
in and around Hobart to
keep you healthy, active
and well, then this free
expo is just for you.”
The Dementia,
Prevention and Wellbeing
Expo will be at C3
Convention Centre in
South Hobart from 10am
to 2pm on Thursday
28 April. For more
information go to island.
mooc.utas.edu.au

Dementia questions answered at Expo
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Southern Clinical
Research arthritis
trial could help to
reduce joint pain
DO you suffer from
painful, inflamed, stiff
and swollen joints?
These symptoms
may be caused by
Psoriatic Arthritis (PsA),
and Southern Clinical
Research is seeking adult
volunteers with the
condition to participate
in their latest 60-week
research study.
One of the doctors
involved in the project is
rheumatologist Dr Mat
Reynolds, who works
at Southern Clinical
research, as well as
the Royal Hobart and
Hobart Private hospitals.
“PsA is a type of
arthritis which is related
to psoriasis, which is a
common skin condition,”
he explained.
“Around 30 per cent
of people with psoriasis

will get an arthritis
related to their psoriasis.
”It happens when your
immune system makes a
mistake somewhere and
starts attacking your own
tissues, thinking that
they’re foreign.
“You get inflammation
of both the skin and the
joints, which can lead
to pain, swelling and
stiffness in the joints.”
Dr Reynolds said
patients who qualify
for the clinical study
are given either a new
medication which has
been previously trialled
on animals and small
numbers of people, or a
placebo.
“We are often involved
in Phase Three trials,
looking at how effective
these medications are in
everyday life, and what

is the best dose to use,”
he said.
“People generally
come in every
month and we do an
assessment of their
joints, skin and nails, and
see how things are going
– has there been any
improvement?
“Patients are also
asked via questionnaires
to rate things like
their pain, quality of
life, fatigue and other
lifestyle measures, just to
see how they’re doing.
“We also look after
people from an overall
medical perspective,
just to make sure there
hasn’t been any new
complications.”
Dr Reynolds said
clinical trial participants
can get a range of
personal benefits from

Dr Matt Reynolds is part of the Southern Clinical Research team

being involved, as
well as helping future
generations.
“Everything is 100
pr cent voluntary and
there’s zero cost,” he
said.
“The benefit for
participants is that they

get regular medical
follow-ups, and they
also contribute to
the scientific body of
knowledge and help
other people who may
be in the same boat in
the future by helping
develop even better

medications.”
If you have had
a Psoriatic Arthritis
diagnosis for at least six
months, have at least
three joints that are
inflamed and swollen,
and at least one active
skin plaque, you may be

Painful, inflamed, stiff and swollen joints
All symptoms that can be caused by Psoriatic Arthritis (PsA), a joint
condition that can sometimes occur in people suffering from Psoriasis.
Southern Clinical Research is seeking adult volunteers with a diagnosis
of Psoriatic Arthritis to participate in our latest 60-week research study.
If you have had a diagnosis of PsA for at least 6 months and have at least
3 joints that are inflamed and swollen as well as one active skin plaque,
you may be eligible.

Contact
Pip Boon on 03 6223 8802 or
email pboon@southernclinicalresearch.com.au
for more information.

This study has been approved by the Bellberry Human Research Ethics Committee, ref number 2021-07-776

eligible to take part in
the current trial.
To sign up or get
more information,
phone Pip Boon
on 03 6223 8802
or email pboon@
southernclinicalresearch.
com.au
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Has COVID-19 impacted
your role as a carer?

You’re not alone.
Carer Gateway can provide support in a variety of ways. We can help with food
and medicines or apps to help the caring role.
Carers can talk to our counsellors about feelings of isolation, our coaches to plan
for the future and our friendly staﬀ about respite, advice and information.

Call 1800 422 737 (& press 1)
or visit carergateway.gov.au

prime times 						

From left, Bruce Donovan with wife and carer Mary Donovan, Carers Tasmania chief executive officer David Brennan, and carer Aly Mellor

Care2Serve: Caring for
those who care for others
THERE are more
than 80,000 people
in Tasmania who act
as primary carers for
a loved one with a
disability, mental illness,
life-limiting condition,
or alcohol or drug
dependence.
It’s a hard job with
long hours – and it’s
unpaid.
But when those
carers need some help
themselves, they can
turn to Care2Serve.
Midway Point resident
Mary Donovan is one
of those carers, having
cared for husband
Bruce full-time since
he was diagnosed with
Huntington’s Disease - a
genetic degenerative
brain disorder that has
robbed him of his ability
to move freely – more
than a decade ago.
“My responsibilities

include helping him
with everyday activities
and his general
hygiene,” Mary said.
“I shower him,
shave him, cut his hair,
prepare meals and
cut up his food, do
puzzles and activities
with him, take him
to appointments, visit
family and friends, and
do the family finances.
“The hardest part
of being a carer is the
physical drain, because
carers get very tired in
their roles.”
When she desperately
needed some respite
Mary called the team
at Care2Serve, who
believe carers are the
unsung heroes of our
local communities.
Care2Serve puts
carers first, connecting
them to practical advice
and early intervention

support services before
they reach a crisis point.
It is also the local
Tasmanian provider
of support services
through the National
Carer Gateway, which
was developed by the
Australian Government
to make it easier
for carers to obtain
information, advice and
support in their caring
role.
By having a single
phone number and
website, and by
reducing the number of
organisations nationally
from more than 140
down to just 10, carers
now find it easier to
access support via the
Gateway.
They now have access
to vital new services
including peer support,
training and coaching,
carer support planning,

counselling, emergency
respite care, and tailored
financial packages.
Care2Serve is your
first point of contact
for all carer services in
Tasmania.
“Care2Serve is there
for everybody,” Mary
said.
“Just get on the
phone and they’ll help
you with everything
you need, whatever
questions you have they’ll find an answer
for anything.”
To register and
complete a Carer
Support Plan, organise
a conversation with one
of our Carer Support
Officers over the phone,
face-to-face or via video
link.
To start the process,
phone 6144 3729 or go
to https://care2serve.
com.au
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Commitment to care
Uniting AgeWell will invest
$55.4 million into the
expansion and upgrade of
three of its residential aged
care facilities to ensure
a continuum of care for
older people across the
wider Hobart area.
This significant
investment will meet the
increasing demand by
older people to live close
to their roots not only
now but into the future,
as well as boosting the
local economy by creating
more jobs.
Uniting AgeWell
is able to offer older
Tasmanians a range
of services to meet
their changing needs –
including retirement living
options; home care and
community services; and
specialist residential aged
care at Uniting AgeWell’s
eight facilities, when
around-the-clock care and
support is needed.
“Hobart residents love
where they live and we
are delighted to be able
to meet their needs
throughout their ageing
journey,” Uniting AgeWell
General Manager
Tasmania Jane Johnston
said.
“They have huge ties

to this beautiful corner of
the world.”
That’s true of people
like Di Campbell, who
was delighted when an
artwork she created of
the 1975 Tasman Bridge
disaster was put on public
display by the Clarence
City Council.
Di, who receives a
government-funded
home care package
through Uniting AgeWell,
also attends the social
connections program
at the nearby Hobart
AgeWell Centre in
Mornington.
Last year the centre
took part in a ‘memories’
workshop with Clarence
Arts & Events, helping
participants visualise their
personal memories of
Tasmania.
Di still recalls the
shockwaves that rippled
through the community
at the time of the
bridge collapse and the
profound impact it had
on everyone.
Delighted to have been
able to contribute to the
exhibition that showcased
the area so close to her
heart, the 81-year-old
is also happy to be still
living at her beloved

Howrah family home
despite having severe
back problems.
Di uses an electric
wheelchair to get around
the house and a walker
for short distances, and
has also used her home
care package to install
rails, ramps and other
mobility aids.
She has assistance
seven days a week with
personal care and a
number of other services
including housework,
social outings, transport
and shopping.
“I’m living in my home
where my late husband
and I raised our four
children,” Di said, “and
I’m in an area that I
absolutely love. All my
family is here.”
An increasing number
of people are choosing
Uniting AgeWell as
their aged care services
provider.
And the not-for-profit’s
$55.4 million capital
injection into three of
its aged care facilities
demonstrates its strong
commitment to older
people in the region.
Uniting AgeWell
Mornington Community
Lillian Martin will be

Di Campbell having fun at the Hobart AgeWell Centre

transformed by a $25
million expansion and
upgrade, including the
demolition of one wing
and the construction of
61 new bedrooms with
ensuites.
Uniting AgeWell
Rosetta Community
Strathaven will
receive a $21.1 million
development resulting
in an additional 52
bedrooms with ensuites
and views of Mona and

the Derwent River.
Uniting AgeWell Sorell
Community Ningana will
undergo a $19.3 million
expansion including
construction of an
additional 40 bedrooms
with ensuites, bringing
the total number of
bedrooms to 112.
All facilities will have
gas log fireplaces in the
lounges and, where
possible, bedrooms
will have access to the

courtyards and balconies.
While the facilities
will increase in size to
meet demand, keeping
them to a household
scale is also an important
consideration.
“We have designed a
number of smaller wings
with their own dining
rooms and lounges to
create more of a family
household feeling,” Ms
Johnston said.
“Residents will still have

access to all the larger
community areas, but this
will afford them a greater
sense of intimacy and
ownership.”
Construction is
expected to get underway
at all three facilities later
this year.
To find out how Uniting
AgeWell can support you
to live well with choice
and peace of mind, call
1300 783 435 or visit
unitingagewell.org

Care and support
tailored just for you
with Uniting AgeWell
Help at home
Get assistance with personal and clinical care,
household chores, assistive technology and transport

Community support and wellbeing
Remain connected with social groups, outings, and
carer services

Independent living
Maintain an independent lifestyle in one of our
vibrant retirement living communities

Residential care

With services close to you, Uniting AgeWell’s expert team
can help you find the right services to meet your needs.
Call us today!

Living well with choice
and peace of mind

1300 783 435
unitingagewell.org

4975

Specialist 24/7 care and support, including dementia
and palliative care and respite stays, within a safe and
caring community

prime times 						
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We make hearing easy for
everyone. That’s our promise
FOR Rachel, a music
teacher, it was the way
her audiologist Kristen
was in tune with her life
from the very start that
made her hearing easy.
“Once I switched
to Hearing Australia,
everything started to
work,” Rachel said.
“Kristen knew what I
needed.
“At my initial hearing
assessment and fitting,
Kristen’s bright and
cheery personality took
the stress out of the
situation.
“She was so clear, calm
and enthusiastic to search
for a solution for me.
“Now she sends me
the latest information
about my otosclerosis
condition, which keeps
me up with my options
and helps me make
decisions on the run.”
Rachel says Hearing
Australia makes her “feel
safe and secure”. For
Kristen, audiologist and
fellow musician, that’s
music to her ears.
“As a musician, your

hearing is a big deal,”
she said, “so for Rachel
to entrust me with her
care makes me feel very
privileged.”
While Kristen was
able to use her own
appreciation of music to
adjust Rachel’s hearing
aids to better hear
different instruments,
she brings the same
level of personal focus
to making all her clients’
lives easier.
“When I am in clinic
with a person, I am
totally focused on
that person and what
they need and will do
whatever I can to try
and get them where
they need to be,” Kristen
said.
“And that for me is
the best part of the job,
because if I can help
them achieve those goals
then I’m happy.”
Whoever you are
and whatever your
hearing needs, our
specialist team take
the guesswork out of
finding the right hearing

solution for you, with
an extensive range of
hearing devices to suit
any budget.
And because we know
choosing a hearing aid
is a personal decision
and not something you
can do on the spot,
we’re offering you the
opportunity to ‘try
before you buy’ on any
of our hearing devices
for 14 days.*
This means you can
take your device home
and test-drive it in your
everyday life to see how
it performs - whether
that be going shopping,
watching TV, or catching
up with your loved ones.

your everyday life.
From there we’ll
make a device
recommendation based
on your individual needs
and test results, which
you can trial for free
for 14 days with no
obligation to buy.
If you decide the
hearing aids are right
for you, not only do we
have flexible ways to
pay but we also offer

a 55-day money back
guarantee.
For more information,
phone us on 134 432 or
visit hearing.com.au

*Conditons apply
under the Australian
Government Hearing
Services Program.
Client statements
are their own; Rachel
received a thank you gift
for her time.

How it works*

It begins with a full
hearing assessment
(this may incur a cost
depending on your
Hearing Services
Program eligibility) with
one of our clinicians,
followed with a
discussion about the
devices available and
benefits of technology in

We make
hearing
easy for
everyone.
That’s our
promise.

Try before you buy,
for 14 days*

%
For music teacher and Hearing
Australia client Rachel, it’s
the tailored advice from her
audiologist Kristen that made her
decision easy.
Whoever you are and whatever
your hearing needs, our specialist
team take the guesswork out of
ﬁnding the right hearing solution
for you. Try any hearing device
from our range for 14 days* with
no obligation to buy.

 134 432
l 160+ locations
w hearing.com.au

*”Try before you buy” requires you to complete a hearing assessment (which may incur a fee) before fitting, and is subject to Hearing Australia’s
"Try before you buy" conditions. Conditions apply under the Australian Government Hearing Services Program. Client statements are their own,
Rachel received a thank you gift for her time. HA688HP·220216
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Move smoother in your daily life
SHIRLEY Cleland knew
all too well how arthritis
could impact an active
lifestyle.
She had watched her
mother age beyond her
years and be left barely
able to move around
independently due to
unmanaged arthritis.
When osteoarthritis
started to impact Shirley’s
ability to enjoy daily
life, she made an active
decision that she was not
going to suffer the same
fate.

“Five years ago I
realised I was having
trouble bending down to
tie my shoelaces or pick
the grandkids’ toys up off
the floor,” Shirley said.
“I decided to take
charge of my health and
find ways to stay active
and mobile.
“I’d already undergone
a knee replacement and
a friend told me about
Arthritis & Osteoporosis
Tasmania and the healthy
lifestyle programs they
offer.

Arthritis & Osteoporosis Tasmania's healthy lifestyle programs
have helped Shirley lead the lifestyle she wants

“I signed up to do their
Strength Training Program
and have seen so much
improvement.”
It can be hard to
imagine starting exercise
when you are living
with pain, stiffness and
inflammation. It can
almost feel counterintuitive that pushing your
sore muscles and joints
will be good for you, but
it is in fact true.
If you experience pain,
exercise actually helps
reduce pain by increasing
muscle tone around the
joint which takes some of
the strain off your joints.
Strength exercise
strengthens muscles,
bones and joints. Stronger
muscles enable you do
more.
Strength training has
specific, well-proven
benefits for people of all
ages, abilities and fitness
levels.
Benefits include: less
pain without further
medications; better
movement, balance,
flexibility and coordination; improved
stamina and ability to
undertake daily activities;
better recovery from joint
surgery; and improved

feelings of wellbeing.
On the flipside, not
being active could make
osteoarthritis symptoms
worse.
Research has shown
that exercise has a
similar benefit on
osteoarthritis symptoms
when compared to
pain-relieving drugs, but
with few unwanted side
effects.
“My use of analgesics
(pain medication) has
dropped, and I have less
pain since joining the
strength exercise classes,”
Robyn, another Smoother
Mover Strength Training
participant, said.
New participants to
the Smoother Mover
Strength Training
program undergo an
individual pre-exercise
assessment where they
complete six simple
fitness test measures and
discuss their goals and
expectations.
Participants can
request a follow-up
assessment at any time
to see the improvements
gained from attending
weekly strength exercise
classes, and to discuss
their progress. Positive
results encourage people

to keep exercising when
they can see the progress
they have made.
A previous review of
31 participants showed
the average increase in
lower body strength was
40 per cent, upper body
strength 43 per cent,
and aerobic endurance
improved by 50 per cent.
Recently Shirley set
a new goal to keep her
motivated - to carry
a glass of wine down
the stairs at the State
Cinema without spilling
it or needing assistance.
Shirley now enjoys every
drop and the satisfaction
of continuing to enjoy
life.
Living with arthritis
for more than 20 years,
Shirley is glad she didn’t
just accept that arthritis
would stop her being
active and moving well.
“There was a time
I thought there wasn’t
anything I could do
about ageing and that
painful arthritis was just a
part of that,” she said.
“I now realise how
beneficial the Smoother
Mover Strength Training
Program is, and I cannot
recommend it highly
enough.”

Shirley participating in a Smoother Mover Strength Training
session

Participants also
enjoy the social side of
Smoother Mover classes;
being able to connect
with a likeminded group
regularly, which often
extends to a coffee and
chat after classes.
Arthritis &
Osteoporosis Tasmania’s
Strength Training
Program classes are $15
per session and are held
on the Eastern Shore in
Rosny, Old Beach and

Lindisfarne. Some health
funds will cover the cost
of classes under healthy
lifestyle categories.
Term 2 classes
commence in May
and there are places
available in all locations.
If you would like to
know more about
joining the Smoother
Mover Strength Training
Program please phone
the free call Arthritis
Infoline 1800 011 041.

Living Well with Arthritis
Become a
Smoother Mover
Strength
Training
Speak with our skilled &
caring local team for
information & support.

Mon - Fri 9 - 5

Warm Water
Exercise

Enrol Now
Term 2 starts
May 2022

ABN: 77 080 908 252 | Community Based Adult Education Provider RTO No: 60108

Aids for
Daily Living
Stocking
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ucello tipping kettle
Easy Grip door handles
Jar openers
Shoe & sock aids
Bag handles
Screw cap openers
& many more

Call in and see our
range & information on
other daily living aids.

prime times 						
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Living your best life at home
CHOOSING to invite
a stranger into your life
and your personal space
is never a decision to be
taken lightly.
The checklist required
can be long and varied.
You want to ensure
that you, or your loved
one, receive the services
and support you require
to remain in your own
environment.
But there is also
the added pressure of
making sure that your
care agency of choice
offers a care plan
uniquely tailored to
your specific needs and
budget.
Just Better Care
Hobart general manager
Paul Booker believes
showing is better than
telling when it comes
to choosing the right
service provider for your
particular circumstances.
“Your physical and
mental health and
wellbeing is of utmost
importance to us,” Paul
says, “so before we are
invited into your world,
we like to ensure that
any queries you may
have are addressed so
that you feel confident
to make an informed

decision on how we can
help define what your
future may look like.”

What is in-home
care?

In-home aged care
or disability support is
a service provided to
those who may need
assistance to remain
living independently
in their own home
while also remaining
connected to their
community.
The types of services
on offer are all aimed
at enabling older
Australians or those
living with disability the
chance to enjoy a full
and rewarding life.
This can include
everything from
domestic assistance and
palliative care support, to
providing transport and
mobility options.

What financial
assistance is
available?

Generally speaking
there are two paths
to obtaining support.
While the Australian
Government pays for
the bulk of aged care
in Australia, as with
most aged care services,

depending on your
circumstances, you may
need to contribute to
the cost of your care.
The National Disability
Insurance Scheme
(NDIS) provides
financial support for
eligible participants living
with disability.
Should you prefer to
pay privately, you can
choose any private home
care provider you like,
and all costs are borne
by you.

How can I be sure
that I will receive
the high-quality care
I am seeking?

It is part of the Just
Better Care Hobart
ethos that all people
deserve to be treated
with dignity and respect.
We also believe
that no one should be
defined by the support
or services they receive.
As such, we employ
only experienced and
professional team
members who also
happen to be wellrounded and dynamic
individuals.
We know that to offer
other their best, our
carers need to be happy

Just Better Care Hobart general manager Paul Booker

in their own work. As
such we continually
invest in training,
support and resources
for our staff to ensure
they continue to live
up to the exceptionally
high standards they
know you expect and
deserve.

What hours
are your carers

available, and do
you offer overnight
support?

Whether you need
someone to stay with
you in your home for
a few hours, a single
night or a longer-term
basis, our experienced
and professional team
members can help you
feel safe and supported

around the clock.
Our support can be
scheduled ahead of
time or provided on
an as-needs basis. We
personalise our services
for every customer
because we know that
everyone is different.
And our offices are
locally owned, so when
you need us there
promptly, we are never

too far away.

Where is Just
Better Care Hobart
located?

We are located at
103 Macquarie Street,
Hobart. While we have
35 offices nationwide,
all our customers are
serviced by local staff.
To find out more phone
us on 1300 930 239.
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Did you know
Calvary also
provides
home care?

We can support your
independence by
providing lifestyle
and health services
to your home.

House
cleaning and
gardening

Showering and
dressing

Nursing and
Allied Health
Services

Transport to
get out and
about
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Enquire today to find out more

1300 66 00 22
www.calvaryhomecare.org.au
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A FINANCIAL MOMENT

Budget 2022
Damian Gibson,
Partner and Financial
Advisor, Elevate
Wealth*

AUSTRALIAN
Federal Treasurer Josh
Frydenberg handed
down his fourth
budget on Tuesday 29
March. There’s been
speculation this budget
was his hardest one yet.
With a very healthy
unemployment rate,
strong company
balance sheets, oil at
near all-time highs, and
property prices roaring
ahead, fuelling the
inflationary fire was one
issue the government
had to consider when
preparing budget 202223.
On top of inflation
problems, the Coalition
is also trying to win an
election. This time, the
Government cannot
simply throw cash
around to entice votes.
With budget repair
on the backburner, the
theme of this year’s
budget is to help
Australians combat the
rising cost of living.
Here we will
look at some of the
Government’s proposed
measures to help tackle
this issue.

Increase to the
low and middle
income tax offset

The 2021/22
financial year will be
the last year the low
and middle income tax
offset (LMITO) will be
available. The current
maximum LMITO is
$1,080 for individuals
and $2,160 for couples
combined.
The Government has
announced the LMITO
will be increased by a

one-off non-refundable
$420 ‘cost of living tax
offset’ for the 2021/22
financial year. This
one-off tax offset will
increase the maximum
LMITO to $1,500 per
individual or $3,000 for

couples combined.
Your eligibility for
LMITO is calculated
automatically when you
lodge your tax return.
The LMITO will depend
on your income as
shown below:

Cost of Living
Payment

A $250 Cost of
Living Payment will be
paid in April 2022 to
eligible recipients to
help with the increased
cost of living. The $250
payment will not count

towards your income
test for payments and is
not taxable.
The payment will
be made to eligible
recipients of the
following payments
and concession card
holders:

Taxable
income

Proposed
offset

Current offset

Up to $37,000

$675

$255

$37,001 to
$48,000

$675 and
$1,500

$255 to $1,080

Disability
Jobseeker
Support Pension Payment

Special Benefit

$48,001 to
$90,000

$1,500

$1,080

Parenting
Payment

Youth
Allowance

Farm Household
Allowance

$90,001 to
$125,999

$420 and
$1,500

$0 to $1,080

Carer Payment

Austudy and
Abstudy Living
Allowance

Pensioner
Concession
Card holders

Extension of
minimum pension
payment drawdowns

The temporary
reduction in minimum
drawdown rates for
super pensions will be
extended for 2022/23.
The reduction applies
to account-based and
term allocated pensions.
It also applies to
Age on 1 July

Age Pension

transition to retirement
pensions, but there is no
change to the maximum
drawdown limit.
The below table
summarises the reduced
annual minimum
pension payment factors
for account-based
pensions (including
transition to retirement
pensions).

Reduced
minimum
for 2022/23

Minimum for
2023/24
and future
years

Under 65

2%

4%

65 to 74

2.5%

5%

75 to 79

3%

6%

80 to 84

3.5%

7%

85 to 89

4.5%

9%

90 to 94

5.5%

11%

95 or older

7%

14%

Carer
Allowance

Double Orphan
Pension

Commonwealth Veterans'
Veteran Gold
Seniors Health Affairs payment Card holders
Card holders
recipients
Damian Gibson of Elevate Wealth

Enhanced Paid
Parental Leave
scheme

Currently, primary
carers may be eligible
to receive Parental
Leave Pay of $772.55
per week, for up to 18
weeks. Eligible recipients
of Dad and Partner Pay
also receive $772.55 per
week but for a maximum
of two weeks.
Unused amounts are
not transferable between
members of a couple.
The enhanced Paid
Parental Leave scheme
will provide greater
flexibility between

couples as to how they
share care and work
responsibilities for
newborn or adopted
children.
The Dad and Partner
Pay Scheme will be rolled
into Parental Leave Pay
to create a single scheme
of up to 20 weeks. Paid
Parental Leave can also
be taken any time within
two years of the birth or
adoption of a child.
The income test will
also be broadened
to have an additional
household income
threshold of $350,000.
Couples can now choose
how the 20 weeks of

fully flexible leave is
allocated between each
member of the couple.
Eligible single parents
can also access an
additional two weeks
(for a total of 20 weeks)
of Paid Parental Leave
under the scheme.

Temporary cut in
fuel excise tax

From 30 March 2022
onward, the excise that
applies to petrol and
diesel will be temporarily
reduced by half to 22.1
cents per litre for six
months.
This measure aims to
help individuals, families

and businesses with
cost of living pressures
resulting from the
increases in fuel costs
which flow through to
higher transport costs
including the cost of
goods and services.

Information in this
article is of a general
nature only. Information
in this article reflects our
understanding of relevant
regulatory requirements
and laws etc as at the
date of issue, which may
be subject to change.
Please seek personal
advice prior to acting on
this information.
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COMMUNITY CALENDAR
A

ART SOCIETY OF TASMANIA
The Art Society of Tasmania’s latest exhibition of artworks by its members, titled ‘It’s All About Colour’, will
be held in the Lenah Valley this month. ‘It’s All About
Colour’ will be on display at the Lady Franklin Gallery
in Lenah Valley from 2 April until 1 May. Open Sundays
11am-4pm.
ATHLETICS FOR MASTERS
Tasmanian Masters Athletics is about to change to its
winter season. Cross-country and road running for the
over 30’s from April to September at various locations.
Website: https://tasmastersathletics.org.au Phone
0402 314 079 or email tasmasterssec@gmail.com

B

BELLERIVE COMMUNITY ARTS CENTRE
Our members meet on weekdays at 17 Cambridge
Road, Bellerive. Groups include painting and drawing,
needlecraft, textiles and threads of all types, card making, artist's books and basket making. Occasional weekend workshops explore special art techniques. Visitors
are welcome. Check our website or call secretary Lynne
on 0407 470 214 for more information.
BEREAVED PARENTS’ SUPPORT GROUP
Our free group is run by a bereaved mother and is
open to people who have lost a child at any age, for any
cause and regardless of whether the loss was recent or
not. Grandparents and adult siblings are eligible too.
The evening meetings are in the McDougall building in
Ellerslei Road, Battery point on the second Tuesday of
every second month at 7:30pm. Social gatherings occur
in the months in between on a Sunday afternoon. Freecall 1300 064 068 for dates and details.

C

CLARENCE CITY BAND
The Clarence City Band is based at the Lindisfarne
Community Activities Centre. The band caters for all
tastes and ensembles and provides a development
program for members of the community to learn a
musical instrument. For more information, visit www.
ClarenceCityBand.com.au.
CLARENCE CLIMATE ACTION COMMUNITY GROUP
A local community group working towards positive
climate solutions, with the view that together, people
can make a better future. For more information, visit
clarenceclimateaction.org or the Clarence Climate
Action Facebook page.
CLARENCE COMMUNITY KNITTING GROUP
Knit and crochet for friends, families and charities.
Clarence Integrated Care Centre, Bayfield Street, Rosny.
Wednesdays 10am-12 noon. Phone Romana Sanders
6244 4736.
CLARENCE COUNTRY
Held every Tuesday night from 7pm until 10pm at the
Howrah Community Centre, Howrah Road, Howrah.
Listen and dance to a great resident band and walk-up
singers. Bar is open for you to enjoy a drink and tea and
coffee is available all evening. There are door prizes,
raffles, spot dances and lucky number cards. Entry fee
is $4. For more information, visit Clarence Country
Facebook page or email clarence.country@gmail.com.
CLARENCE WALK AND TALK GROUP
Meet at Clarence Integrated Care Centre, Bayfield
Street, Rosny. Monday and Wednesday from 9:30am.
For Wednesday walks, phone Dot Batt on 6244
6276/0400 607 355. For Monday walks, phone Ainslee
Walker on 0412 333 171.
COAL RIVER VALLEY GARDEN CLUB INC
The Coal River Valley Garden Club Inc meets on the
fourth Monday of the month from January to November at the Richmond Football Club Rooms, Richmond
War Memorial Oval, Victoria Street, Richmond at
7:30pm and includes guest speakers, trade table and
supper. Some meetings may be held off site. New
members always welcome. For more information,
phone 6260 2727.
CREW FITNESS
Crew Fitness is a not-for-profit community fitness
group that offers bootcamp and high-intensity interval
training. Classes run for 45 minutes from Monday until
Friday at 6am and on Saturdays at 7:45am. It is based
out of the Lindisfarne Sailing Club. New members are
welcome.

D

DANCING
Looking for dance partner, female needed aged 35-45
for lessons and socials in Ballroom, Salsa and Tango.
For more information, phone 0412 699 748.

E

EDITING
Wanted: someone with excellent writing skills who has
a little time on their hands to do some book editing.
Payment negotiable. Phone 0458800492.
EASTERN SHORE BRIDGE CLUB
The Eastern Shore Bridge Club has relocated and now
meets at the Clarence Uniting Church in York Street

Bellerive on Tuesday evenings at 7am. If you are
interested in learning to play bridge or wish to join the
walk-in sessions, phone John Cummings on 0423 187
588. All levels are welcome.
EASTERN SHORE NEEDLEWORK GROUP
Meets at the Sunshine Centre, Howrah Road, Howrah. They meet on Monday from 9am to 12:30pm,
Wednesday from noon to 3:30pm, and on Saturday
from 12:30pm to 3:30pm. Contact for Monday and
Wednesday is Ailene on 0418 425 843, and contact for
Saturday is Marianne on 0408 487 445.

F

FITNESS
Your greatest wealth is your health. Understand about
“looking after yourself” by attending the monthly
informal get-togethers presented by All About Fitness.
The next session, to be held at the Montrose Bay Yacht
Club from 11.30am on Thursday 28 April, will feature
well-known local fitness identity Rick Cazaly speaking
about why diet is so important for your fitness. Learn
about fat in food and the role of sugar in fitness, and
come up with a healthy eating plan. Entry is by gold
coin donation (and includes a cuppa). Please book
early as seating is limited. To enquire, email paul@
allaboutfitness.net.au or phone 0417 836 988.
FORCETT COMMUNITY HALL HANDMADE AND
FARMERS’ MARKET
The Forcett Community Hall is holding a Handmade
and Farmers’ Market on the third Sunday of each
month from 10am to 1pm. There will be a range of
local produce, craft, art, baking and plants. There will
also be a barbecue and coffee van. The hall is located
at 699 Arthur Highway, Forcett – about seven kilometres south of Sorell. COVID practices will be in place
and check-in required.

G

GENTLE SQUASH FOR SENIORS
An aerobic fitness program designed for over 55s
to improve hand-eye coordination, reflect, health
and wellbeing in a friendly environment. Equipment
provided. First session free, $6 a session. Afternoon tea
provided. Every Friday from 1:30 to 3pm at Eastside
Squash, 69 Cambridge Road, Bellerive. For more information, phone John on 6244 6539.

H

HOBART MINIATURE STEAM LOCOMOTIVE SOCIETY (HMSLS)
Located at Flagstaff Gully, the HMSLS operates a
miniature railway. They cater for people with a passion
for railways or an interest in any aspect of model
engineering. You don’t need to be an accomplished engineer. New members are always welcome. For more
information, visit www.hmsls.com.
HOBART MODEL AERO CLUB INC
Radio controlled, fixed wing and rotary aircraft at Kelly
Field on the Richmond/Campania Road. Flying every
day from 9am until early afternoon, weather permitting. Instruction available and visitors most welcome.
For more information, phone Barry Gerrard on 0417
032 901, email bgerrard@bigpond.net.au, or visit
hobartmodelaeroclub.org.au.
HOWRAH SCHOOL FOR SENIORS
Meeting at Howrah Community Centre every Friday,
10am-12 noon. Guest speakers, varied activities
and occasional bus trips. Phone Brian on 0438 77 99 69
for enquiries.

J

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
Do you need a JP? The Tasmanian Society of JPs and
Service Tasmania has a Justice of the Peace on duty
at Service Tasmania, Rosny Park every Tuesday from
9:30am to 4 pm. At other time, go to www.tsjpi.asn.au
and click ‘Find a JP’.
JUST US (SENIORS)
Sing for fun. Small group rehearsing Friday mornings
at private home from 10am to noon. Sharing our
enjoyment while performing for the senior community
on the Eastern and Western Shores. New members
welcome. For more information, phone 6243 5930 or
6249 8168.

L

LAUDERDALE CANAL MODEL BOATING
The Lauderdale Canal Model Boating group meets
at the Northern Terrace in Lauderdale each Saturday morning from 9am, weather permitting. A wide
selection of model boats can be seen most Saturdays
and everyone is welcomed. Help and advice is freely
available and you can try to operate the free have a
go boat. Come along and see the models sailing, and
maybe you will be encouraged in taking up the hobby
and joining the group. For more information, phone
Randall at 6287 7158.
LINDISFARNE COMMUNITY LIBRARY
Come along and have a look at our library. Lots of
books, including fiction, non-fiction, large print and
a section of Tasmanian books. Hours are Monday
to Friday 10am to 2pm and Saturday 10am to noon.
Members is $7 yearly, books may be borrowed for up

If you would like to inform the community of any events you have coming up
in the Community Calendar, contact editorial@easternshoresun.com.au.

to four weeks. For more information, phone Diane on
0400 043 297.
LINDISFARNE GARDEN CLUB INC
New members welcome. For more information, phone
Norma on 6244 1271.
LINDISFARNE RIVERSIDE ARTS CHOIR
Lindisfarne Riverside Arts Choir Inc meet at the Activity
Centre on Lincoln Street every Thursday night at 7pm.
All welcome. For more information, phone Jane on
0408 326 544. The annual meeting will be held on
Thursday 3 March 2022 at 8pm at the Lindisfarne
Activity Centre on Lincoln Street.
LINE DANCING
Join Boots and All Line Dancing (a Bucaan Community
House program) on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
at Tolosa Hall (148 Tolosa Street, Glenorchy). Tuesdays,
Beginner 10-11am ($3), Improver 11-11:30am ($2).
Thursdays, Beginner 9:30-10:25am ($3), Beginner
10:35-11:30am ($3), Improver 11:30-noon ($2). Saturdays, Beginner 1:30-2:30pm ($3). First time dancers
are welcome at any Beginner class. Emphasis on having
fun. For more information, phone Sue on 0417 503
429.
LIONS CLUB OF CLARENCE
Committed to serve in the Clarence community. Meets
at Lions Clubrooms at 10 Binalong Road, Mornington
on the first and third Wednesday of the month. For
more information, visit https://clarence.tas.lions.org.
au.

M

MASONIC MEMBERSHIP
If you are interested in finding out what Masons do,
then Masonic Membership may be for you. Email your
enquiry to lindisfarnelodge@outlook.com. Advise your
name and contact phone, and we will respond.
MOVEMENT IN LINDISFARNE
Gentle yoga class on Wednesday from 11am to noon
and Mat pilates class on Friday from 1-2pm at the
Lindisfarne Community Activities Centre. Additional
classes also run at the Warrane Mornington Neighbourhood Centre for gentle flow yoga on Monday from
8:30-9:30am and vinyasa flow yoga on Monday from
9:45-10:45am and Wednesday from 9-10am. For more
information, phone Rhiannon on 0411 688 905 or
email sunfloweryogapilates@gmail.com.

P

PICKLEBALL
Come along and try pickleball. Monday and Thursday
9.30-11.30am at the Clarence Sports Stadium, Loinah
Crescent, Montagu Bay. Cost is $6. All equipment provided. For more information, contact Jenny Kitchener
on 0414 486 896 or majelaja2@yahoo.com.au
PITTWATER ART GROUP
Painting in all mediums. For more information, phone
Gail Ellen on 0427 658 775.

R

ROKEBY NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE
Rokeby Neighbourhood Centre programs for 2021, all
welcome. Monday: Clarence Plains Walkers at 9am,
and Knopwood Knitters from 9am to 2pm. Tuesday:
Sewing and craft at 10:30am, and basis sewing from
1pm to 2pm. Wednesday: Dancing with Hiroko for $10,
and Be Connected Basis Computers from 9am to 3pm.
Every second Wednesday: Two-course community
lunch. Every second Thursday: Basis Photography
Group sessions for a gold coin donation. Friday:
exercise group Staying Strong Living Well for a gold coin
donation. Every second Friday: PINGO from 10am to
12pm, cost is $7.50 and morning tea is included. All
programs are located at the Rokeby Neighbourhood
Centre, 85 Tollard Drive, Rokeby. For more information,
phone 6247 6778, email admin@rokebync.org.au,
or visit the Rokeby Neighbourhood Centre Facebook
page.
ROSNY MONTAGU BAY LANDCARE AND
COASTCARE GROUP
Monthly working bees planting and maintaining native
bushland usually held on the third Sunday of the
month from 10:30am to 12:30pm. Locations vary, but
are either in the Rosny Hill Nature Recreation Area or
the Rosny Montagu Bay Foreshore Reserve. For more
information, email rmbcareinc@gmail.com or phone
John on 0419 826 052.

S

SHORELINE COMBINED PROBUS CLUB
The Shoreline Combined Probus Club is celebrating
their 30th anniversary this year. The club meets on the
third Monday of each month at the Howrah Community Centre at 10am. Following a meeting and morning
tea, a guest speaker or another activity is enjoyed.
As well as the monthly meetings, there are social
outings, lunches, bus trips, a walking trip on the second
Monday of the month, and a movie night on the third
Tuesday of the month. For more information, phone
membership officer Peter Van Tienen on 0400 168 288
or email pv423392@bigpond.net.au.
SOUTH ARM COMMUNITY MARKET
South Arm is on the first Sunday of every month from

9:30am to 1pm. Enjoy live music, food vans, fresh veg,
handmade gifts, plants, arts and crafts, and more. To
book a site, phone Jacqui on 0422 203 124.
SOUTH ARM PENINSULA RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION
(SAPRA)
Bingo is held on the first Tuesday of each month at
the South Arm Community Centre, 9 Calverton Place.
Doors open 7pm, eyes down 7.15pm. $15 plays 15
games. Cash prizes. BYO drinks and nibbles (alcohol
permitted). Tea, coffee and snacks available for purchase. Fun night out supporting the community centre.
Enquiries 0426821530.
SUPPORTING FACIAL PAIN SUFFERERS
Online meetings, emails, and phone chats support
those with Trigeminal Neuralgia and other facial neuralgias. In future, face to face meetings will resume. For
more information and support, contact support group
leader Helen Tyzack on 0459 022 883 or newtyzack@
gmail.com. Don’t suffer alone.
365 SUPPORT FITNESS
365 Support Fitness run senior strength, balance and
flexibility classes on Mondays at noon, Tuesdays at
9am, Wednesday at 11:30am, and Friday at 9am and
noon. They are held at the PCYC in Bellerive, with it
costing $8 a class. We understand the importance of
strength, stretching and balance to keep your body and
bones strong, improve your balance, keep a healthy
mindset and keep your range of motion so you don’t
require the assistance of a mobility aide and still be
physically active at home as you age. For more information, phone 0407 967 961 or email 365sfitness@
gmail.com.

T

TAI CHI
Looking for an experienced Tai Chi instructor to
facilitate a new park class at Montrose foreshore,
mid-morning on a weekday. Please phone Anna on
0480 209 415.
TENNIS IN HOWRAH
Come along to one of our daily social tennis groups at
the Sunshine Tennis Club. You’re sure to find a group
playing at your level, we’re a friendly bunch. For more
information, visit www.sunshinetennisclub.org.au.
THYLACINE LUTRUWITA
Thylacine lutruwita is a not-for-profit wildlife protection
hospital and cat desexing clinic based at 553 Pass Road,
Morning. They do cat desexing and a microchip for only
$49.99. For more information or to book an appointment, phone 6146 0699 or visit www.thylacinelutruwita.com.au.
TIME OUT CRAFT PROGRAM
Come and join in on Thursdays 9:30am to noon at Citywide Baptist Church, 400 Cambridge Road, Morning,
for a range of crafts, morning tea and friendship. $5
per session, working during school terms. For more
information, phone Raie Semmens on 6244 2586.

U

U3A CLARENCE
U3A Clarence is a co-operative learning organisation
for retired and semi-retired people, run entirely by
volunteers. We offer a variety of courses including
Painting, Clarence History, Trivia, The Writers, Aspects
of Geology, Poetry, Mah Jong, French for Beginners,
Play Reading etc. We have three 10 week terms and
classes are run at rooms at Rosny Library on Monday
and Wednesdays from 9.30 am to 1 pm.

W

WARRANE COMMUNITY GARDEN
The Warrane Community Garden hosts a monthly
working bee on the second Sunday of the month
9am-12pm. Weekly mini-bees are on Friday between
10-12am. All welcome. 18 Heemskirk St, Warrane. All
are welcome. Please bring a cup, your garden gloves,
and a favourite weeding tool if you have one. 0499 078
490 or visit https://wmnc.org.au/community-garden
for more information.
WARRANE MORNINGTON NEIGHBOURHOOD
CENTRE
Visit www.wmnc.org.au for up-to-date information
about programs, services, events and the Warrane
Community Garden. Mondays: Yoga 8:30am and
9:45am ($5 per class), Computer Class 11am. Tuesdays:
Loui’s Van 6:10pm. Wednesdays: Food Assistance from
8:30am, Yoga 9am, Community Lunch every second
Wednesday 11:45am, Craft Group every second
Wednesday 11am-1pm. Fridays: Wellness Workout
10:30am ($5 per class). Second Sunday of the month:
Community Garden Working Bee, 9am-12noon. All
programs located at Warrane Mornington Neighbourhood Centre at 150a Bligh Street. The Warrane
Community Garden is at 18 Heemskirk Street. For more
information phone 6244 6346, email info@wmnc.org.
au or visit www.wmnc.org.au

Y

YOGA AND PILATES IN HOWRAH
Back friendly yoga classes on Tuesdays at 5:30pm and
Pilates at 7pm at the Howrah Recreation Centre. For
more information, phone Jackie on 0467 197 499.
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CITY AUTOMOTIVE MORNINGTON
Ph: 6245 0000

Monday to Friday: 7.30am - 5pm or later by appointment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

295 Cambridge Road, Mornington
Email: office@cityautomotive.net.au

Vacuum Cleaning Gutters

Woodheating Specialists
Flue and Chimney Cleans
Safety Checks
Re-flues and Installations
Replacement parts
Sales of new heaters
Fully insured and all work completed
to Australian Standards

Solar Panel Cleans

Full mechanical repairs for all your vehicle maintenance, services and repair
needs. Family friendly and a local family operated business since 1995.

Gutter Guard Installation
Fully Insured

1300 654 253

0407 040 641

centraltasmania@guttervac.com.au

Call now for a
free quote

•
•
•
•
•
•

Approved Inspection Station
• Roof Tents, accessories & all things 4WD
Modification Plates
Engine Remapping
Courtesy Loan Cars
Local Pickup & Delivery
Suspension, Snorkels, Bull Bars, Winches

Ph: 6244 4474

iD JoInery

WANTED TO BUY
COINS & NOTES

Specialising in quality
•
•
•
•

Kitchens
renovations
Bathrooms/vanities
Laundries/wardrobes

Inspiration. Design

•
•
•
•

Hot water cylinder repairs and replacements
Blocked drains
LPG and Natural Gas
Domestic and commercial plumbing

p: 0488 123 174 e: info@idjoinery.com.au

CALL HARRY TODAY FOR A FREE QUOTE

Rokeby SeRvice centRe

Email: gloverplumbingandgas@gmail.com

Mobile: 0499 555 010

Round 50c, pre decimal & decimal coins, silver
coins, gold coins, mint sets, proof sets, PNCs,
carded coins, Australian paper notes. No collection
to big or to small.
0405672050 – Devil Coins & Collectibles

73 Droughty Point Road Ph: 6247 1354

• Full mechanical repairs
• Tyres & Wheel Alignments
• Transport approved inspection site

LOUIS
FENCING
SERVICE

Hobart area.
Phone:
0488 247 492

BIRD AND EMBER
PROOF GUTTER GUARD
100% TASMANIAN OWNED GUTTER
PROTECTION PROFESSIONALS

You get me and a truck from $30!
For pickup / deliveries / tip runs and small moves state
wide call Troy and Bec on 0400 959 242

E hobart@littlegreentruck.com.au W www.littlegreentruck.com.au

176001

3 Gutter replacements
3 Colorbond fascia covers 3 PVC downpipes

Experienced, professional, local service
FREE, no obligation quote
6239 6615 | 0428 293 619

gutterprotectionsolutions.com.au • msmi5860@bigpond.net.au

Log book servicing
Call us at: 6247 2089

Opening on April 26
Taking bookings now!

124 Mornington Road - Mornington

Reliable, respectful, skilled plumbing professionals

We per form the following services:
Published quarterly in the
Glenorchy Gazette, Hobart Observer
and the Eastern Shore Sun papers .
To advertise in the ‘Trades, Services
& Classifieds’ section, contact:
justine.brazil@corcomms.com.au

Hot water cylinders installation & maintenance

Renovations/fixture upgrades

Unblocking toilets & drains

General maintenance

Contact us now to make a booking
0400 134 260

admin@npgtas.com.au

nallyplumbing.com.au
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Sport

James King, 10, ParaQuad physical disABILITY sports coordinator Kevin Faulkner,
and Kyeron Eyles, 9, at the recent Frame Running trial

New sport in the frame
FOR people living with
balance impairments and
physical disability, riding
a bike might not be a
realistic option.
But now there’s a
chance for these people
to have that feeling of
physical freedom, using a
frame runner.
Frame runners are like
a tricycle with a threewheeled frame, a saddle
and body support but,
most notably, no pedals.
Users have their body
and arms supported while
moving the frame runner
with their legs.
The innovative sport
was founded in Denmark
in 1991 by Paralympian
Connie Hansen and
Mansoor Siddiqi, and
could potentially be
included in the 2024
Paralympic Games.
Athletes compete over
distances similar to other
track and road running
disciplines, from 100m
sprints right up to full
marathons.
Frame running
clubs have started in
countries around the

world including the US,
Portugal, Denmark, the
Netherlands, the UK,
Poland and Lithuania.
And now frame
running has been
introduced to Tasmania,
with Dejay Medical,
ParaQuad Tasmania and
Race Running Australia
joining forces to host
Come’n’Try Frame
Running events in Hobart
and Launceston recently.
People with physical
disabilities including
balance impairments
were invited to have
a go at frame running
at Launceston’s Elphin
Sports Centre on 10
March and the Hobart
Netball and Sports Centre
on the 11th.
The Hobart event saw
about 10 people with
disability have a go at the
sport, cheered on by their
families, carers and health
care providers.
“They absolutely loved
it – it was great to see so
many smiles on faces,”
ParaQuad Tasmania
Physical disABILITY
sports coordinator Kevin

Faulkner said.
“Seeing them get out
of their wheelchairs and
try something for the first
time was just amazing.
“The feedback was
all positive. Everyone is
super-keen for it, and now
the next step is getting
some frame runners into
Tassie for people to use
– ParaQuad currently has
one available, but we’re
applying for some grants
so we can get some more
into the state.
“It’s the next big sport
for people with physical
disabilities, not only
people with spinal cord
injuries or cerebral palsy
but stroke survivors,
anyone with any sort of
mobility disability – this is
the thing for them.
“If they can stand and
move their legs just the
slightest little bit, they can
frame run.”
ParaQuad Tasmania
has been operating for 30
years and is the leading
voice for Tasmanians with
spinal cord injury and
other physical disability.

The Banjo’s Orioles celebrate their fifth straight division one title. Picture: David Searle

Orioles fly high with continuing baseball reign
THE Banjo’s Orioles
have proved they’re still
the team to beat in local
baseball, winning their
fifth straight Baseball
Tasmania division one title
last month.
After a season
interrupted by poor
weather, a warm, sunny
day greeted players for
season 2021-22 Grand
Final Day on 27 March.
The reigning champ
Orioles took on this
season’s minor premiers,
the Eastern Athletics, in
the division one final,
with the Athletics taking
an early 1-0 lead when
Chris Morison scored
from a Chris Harris hit.
But that would be
all the Athletics could
manage over the next
seven innings, as Orioles
pitcher Jason Baurycza
dominated the game.
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Monday

6am: Monday Breakfast with John
Evans. 9am: Mandy’s Monday
Morning Mix. Midday: Lunchtime
Classics with Rick Rae. 2pm:
Monday Variety with Shirley

Nicolle. 4pm: Reeling in the
Years with Dave Batchelor. 6pm:
Glenn’s Country With Glenn Gillie.
8pm: Classic Ride with Melvin
Freestone. 10pm: Music of Your
Life overnight

6am: Wake Up with Kaye Payne.
9am: Bringing Back the Memories
with David Carr. Midday: Beats
and Ballads with Phil Williams.
3pm: Tuesday Drive with Mal
Dennis. 6pm: Mostly Folk with
Helen Morrison/Ross Sermons.
8pm: Late Nite Hits with Marg.
10pm: Night Owl Club with Ron
Andersen. Midnight: Music of
Your Life overnight
Wednesday

6am: Wednesday Breakfast with
John Evans. 9am: Bright and

Visionary Carpentry Grey
Jays were going for their
third title in a row as
they took on the season’s
minor premiers, White
Sox A.
The Grey Jays jumped
out to an early 9-1 lead
thanks to some Sox
errors, some smart base
running, and the pitching
of evergreen Peter
Hubble.
Then the Sox came
storming back, with Terry
McCulloch and Jason
Featherstone instrumental
in the comeback. Four
runs in the bottom of the
third innings and three
more in the bottom of
the fifth saw the Sox close
to 9-8, and it was game
on.
But the Grey Jays
continued to take
advantage of Sox errors
and to steal bases, and
when they scored seven

runs across the sixth and
seventh innings, the team
had one hand on the
Harris O’Brien Shield.
Steve Harris of the
Grey Jays was voted
MVP for the Grand
Final. His teammates
on the day were Stuart
Smith, Michael Hegarty,
Steve Millington, Nigel
O’Brien, Peter Hubble,
Steve Lovegrove, Michael
Campbell, Ian Wood and
Pru Easton.
On the weekend after
Grand Final day, the
Tassie Tigers Over 50’s
Masters team headed to
Victoria for the Victorian
Masters Carnival in
Ballarat.
After going undefeated
through the round robin
part of the tournament,
the Tigers advanced to
the B division Grand Final
and won 11-6 over the
Bees.

John Evans
I was born in Perth, Western Australia but the
family moved to Sydney not long after I was
born.
I developed a love of music as a teenager and
became involved in the Sydney disco scene.
I moved into commercial radio, and worked in
both New South Wales and Queensland for a
number of years.

Presented by:
Tuesday

Baurycza pitched
the entire nine innings,
limiting the Athletics to
five hits while striking
out 13 batters. He also
had three hits himself, in
a masterful performance
that would earn him
another Grand Final MVP
award.
Athletics pitchers Ben
Neilson, John Hayes and
Sam Morrison did a stellar
job to hold the Orioles
to a total of five runs,
but fielding errors did
not help their cause and
the Orioles ran out 5-1
winners.
The members of the
winning Orioles team
were Baurycza, Nick
Fenton, Jimmy Clout, Rob
Newham, Jordan Dufty,
Jason Don, Darren Haas,
Beau McNeil, Jack Don,
Luke Hoyle, Aaron Jarvis
and Andrew Nichols.
In division two, the

Breezy Mix with Kathy. Midday:
Wednesday Lunch with Phil
Tyson. 2pm: Showtime with Ron
Andersen. 4pm: Revival show with
Johnny Dallas. 6pm: Wednesday
Jukebox with Robbo. 8pm:
Country Jukebox with Russell.
10pm: Music of Your Life with
Michael Holloway. Midnight: Music
of Your Life overnight
Thursday

6am Breakfast with Craig
Cracknell. 9am: Magic Music
Mix with Tom Payne. Midday:
Music of Your Life with Karina

Ceron. 2pm: My Collection with
Ken Tanner. 4pm: Drive with
John Evans. 6pm: Serbian. 7pm:
Chinese. 8pm: Contrasts in
Classic Jazz. 10pm: Greek with
Benny. Midnight: Music of Your
Life overnight
Friday

6am: Rise and Shine with Ria
Walter. 9am: Songs and Stories
with Brian Corr. Midday: Fridays
with Mal Dennis. 2pm: My
Favourite Music with Judi Forsyth.
4pm: Drive with Peter Johnston.
6pm: Good Times are Rolling with

I moved to Tasmania in 2006 and became a
Hobart FM listener. When I retired in 2017 I
contacted the station regarding doing some
volunteer work for them.
I was accepted as a presenter, and currently
present the Monday and Wednesday Breakfast
shows (from 6am – 9am) and the Thursday
Drive show (4pm – 6pm).

Russell and Bob. 9pm: Rock On
with Ray Kemp. Midnight: Music
of Your Life overnight with Craig
Cracknell
Saturday

6am: Mostly Old But Something
New with Tim. 9am: Polish. 10am:
Croatian. 11am: Greek. Midday:
World Music with Amanda Sims.
1pm: Music of Your Life with
Amanda. 3pm: Various Presenters
present The Music of Your Life.
6pm: Kick Back with Kenny
White. 9pm: Music of Your Life.
Midnight: Music of Your Life

overnight

Sunday

6am: Chris Burrows Breakfast.
9am: German. 10am: Spanish.
11am: Irish Brian Corr. Midday:
Italian. 1pm: Nepalese. 2pm:
Dove c’e musica Italiana. 3pm:
Movie Ticket Radio with Robert
Ryan. 4pm: Music of Your Life
with Tony Geeves. 6pm: Sunday
Country with Bob and Russell
Hevey. 9pm: Sunday Night
Country with Wayne Crossin.
Midnight: Music of Your Life
overnight
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Club Championships winners Josie Robinson and James Alcock

James and Josie shine
bright at Sunshine Club

Robbie Casboult on the charge, with team-mate Andrew Fossati lending close support

Roosters ready to crow in rugby season 2022
THE Tasmanian Rugby
Union season kicks off on
30 April, and the Eastern
Suburbs Roosters Men's
and Women's teams are
eagerly awaiting the big
day.
The Statewide Men's
season opener will be
against Harlequins at
North Warrane Oval, the
home of rugby on the
Eastern Shore.
Club stalwart Chris
Barr has returned to
active involvement with
the Men's team, taking
on the role of head
coach for the first time.
The coaching panel is
completed by assistants
Shane Warne and Paul
Enright.
The men welcome
back Robbie Casboult,
who will mentor a team
of developing young

players. His experience
will be invaluable in
guiding them around the
paddock.
The Roosters warmed
up for the season by
taking part in the tena-side Broughton Cup
at Devonport on 2
April – the first time the
Roosters had entered the
competition in a decade.
Easts played four
matches against Division
1 teams. The demanding
nature of the 10-a-side
competition meant that
players were required
to play out of position.
However the youngsters
acquitted themselves well
giving, coach Barr cause
for optimism for the
season ahead.
The standout player
for the day was half-back
Darcey Butler with some

great sniping runs and
solid defence.
The Statewide
Women's competition
will be a sevens format.
The Eastern Suburbs team
will again be coached by
another club stalwart in
Katie ‘KT’ Wright. Since
taking over the team in
2021, KT has assembled
a mix of youth and
experience. Many of the
team are now in only
their second season.
Both the Men's and
Women's teams are
always on the lookout to
welcome new players and
supporters. Anyone keen
to play or volunteer at the
club can phone Chris on
0417 549 463 or KT on
0401 152 644.
Training for both teams
is held at North Warrane
Oval on Tuesdays and

Thursdays from 6pm.
Meanwhile, a group
of the club’s junior
players have been
training in preparation
for Tasmanian Junior
State Representative
Trials, which were held
in Campbell Town and
Launceston recently.
Recruitment and
training for boys and
girls in Under 11, 13, 15
and 17 teams will begin
in earnest at the start of
Term 2, before junior
competitions commence
in Term 3.
Club life member Les
Marshall has returned
as junior head coach.
Anyone wishing to get
involved in junior rugby
or have their boys or girls
take up a new sport can
contact Les on 0413 279
783.

JAMES Alcock and
Josie Robinson have
taken out the men’s
and women’s titles at
the Sunshine Tennis
Club’s recent 2022
championships.
After an eight-year
hiatus, the Howrahbased club brought back
its club championships
event in 2021.
Players and spectators
flocked to the club last
month for this year’s
event, and were treated
to a weekend of highquality tennis.
In the Men's Singles
final, James Alcock
was rewarded for

sport, media or
community background
who believe that an
individual’s life can
be positively changed
through the power of
sport.
Run by a team of
volunteers, Footys4All
has been operating for
the past decade and has
now distributed more
than 27,000 brandnew footballs, soccer
balls and basketballs to
disadvantaged, disabled
and socially displaced
children in Australia and
overseas.
Footys4All has hosted
clinics and tournaments
in prisons, remote

break, Sunshine club
captain Mike Geard is
delighted to have the
club championships up
and running again.
“A lot of tennis clubs
no longer have club
championships, and I
am trying to encourage
it at Sunshine (last year
and this year) after an
absence of eight years,”
he said.
“I was overwhelmed
by the positive
feedback I received
in response to the
tournament and look
forward to making the
tournament an annual
event.”

Sunshine Tennis Club 2022 Club Championships results:
Men's Singles

James Alcock def. Ross Mackenzie

Ladies Singles

Josie Robinson def. Lyn Johannesen

Ladies Doubles

Lyn Johannesen and Caron Hughes def. Anne
Blackborrow and Raelene Sproule

Men's Doubles

James Alcock and Bruce McDermott def. Colin
Richardson and Steve Levis

Mixed Doubles

Raelene Sproule and Steve Levis def. Ross Mackenzie
and Christine Jeffery

OSTEOPATHY
OSTEOPATHY

Hobart kids get kick out
of Footys4All program
DOZENS of local kids
now have their very
own football to kick
around, thanks to a
donation from Australian
volunteer children’s
sporting charity
Footys4All.
The man behind
Footys4All, Melbourne
school teacher Michael
Gallus, was in Hobart
last month to deliver
footballs to junior
players at the Clarence
Football Club.
Footys4All is a not for
profit organisation made
up of Australian and
International like minded
people from a health,
business, education,

his consistent great
tennis throughout the
tournament, winning
the event over Ross
Mackenzie.
Alcock also teamed
up with veteran Bruce
McDermott to win the
Men's Doubles final.
In the Women’s
Singles, reigning
champion Josie
Robinson repeated her
2021 success with an
impressive win over Lyn
Johannesen.
Johannesen and
partner Caron Hughes
won the Women’s
Doubles.
After such a long

Neck and Back Pain
Neck
andInjuries
Back Pain
Sport
Sport
Injuries
Postural Problems
Postural Problems
Workplace/Repetitive
Strain Injuries
Workplace/Repetitive
Injuries
Pregnancy RelatedStrain
Problems
Pregnancy
Related Problems
Headaches/Migraines
Headaches/Migraines

Chris Kelly, Alira Jensen, Ouita Spalding
Chris Kelly,and
AliraAnna
Jensen,
Ouita Spalding
Mangan
and Anna Mangan

Ph 0488 176 129
Ph 0488 176 129

Footys4All founder Michael Gallus and AFL Tasmania media manager Anthony Osborne

Aboriginal communities,
low socio-economic
areas and special-needs
schools.
They’ve even done
some work in Fiji
and Uganda, and say
the results have been

amazing.
Mr Gallus had visited
Hobart twice previously
for the Footys4All
project, partnering with
the Adelaide Football
Club and Melbourne
Victory soccer club to

provide AFL footballs
and soccer balls for local
youngsters.
For more information
about the organisation
and its work, search for
Footys4All on Facebook
and Instagram.

2/8 Percy Street, Bellerive
2/8 Percy Street, Bellerive
www.osteopathhobart.com.au
www.osteopathhobart.com.au
MAIB, WorkCover,
Private Health Insurance Rebates Apply
MAIB, WorkCover, Private Health Insurance Rebates Apply
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SFL SEASON 2022 KICKS OFF
(L-R) SFL club captains Jeremiah Perkins (Sorell), Jono Bullock (Dodges Ferry), Samuel Lewis-Johnson (Brighton) and Brad Joseph (Hobart)

LINDISFARNE, Dodges
Ferry and reigning
premiers Cygnet have
started the 2022 SFL
Men’s season in fine
style, each winning their
first two games of the
year.
The Lindisfarne Two
Blues went 2-0 when
they defeated Sorell
16.15 (111) to 5.11 (41)
at Pembroke Park in
Round Two, building on

their big win over New
Norfolk the previous
week.
Dodges Ferry travelled
to Abbotsfield Park
and came away with
a 32-point win against
Claremont, defeating the
Magpies 13.11 (89) to
8.9 (57) after accounting
for Hobart at Shark Park
in Round One.
Lindisfarne and
Dodges Ferry sit second

and third on the ladder
behind Cygnet, who
easily defeated New
Norfolk 19.11 (125) to
5.4 (34) at Boyer Oval.
Jake Dance booted
five goals for the Port,
with James Zeitzen, Jacob
Brereton, Toby Cowen,
Thor Boycott and Joseph
Direen chipping in with
two goals each.
Ben Lovell kicked
three goals for New

Norfolk.
In the other Round
Two match, Hobart
bounced back beat to
Brighton 8.8 (56) to 6.17
(53) at the TCA Ground.
In the lead-up to round
one, the SFL announced
Banjo’s Bakery as the
naming rights sponsor
of the SFL Mens
competitions for season
2022.
Banjo’s brand

marketing manager
Karen Ahern and SFL
president Russell Young
signed the sponsorship
agreement earlier last
month, before the
2022 men’s season was
officially launched at
North Hobart Oval on
22 March.
A total of 78 games
will played across 18
rounds and a four-week
finals series, culminating

in the Banjos Bakery
SFL Grand Final on 10
September.
Banjo’s sponsorship
includes giving each club
a number of vouchers
the clubs to use to show
their thanks to their
volunteers or as prizes in
game-day raffles.
The 2022 LJ Hooker
Pinnacle Property SFL
Women’s Competition
also kicked off on Friday

8 April, with Clarence
beating Claremont
5.8 (38) to 4.4 (28) at
Abbotsfield Park in the
first game of the season.
On the Saturday the
Kingborough Tigers 7.8
(50) defeated the South
East Suns 1.4 (10) at
Kingston’s Twin Ovals;
and North Hobart ran
out easy winners against
Glenorchy at home,
10.12 (72) to 1.1 (7).

WHY MOVE? WHY MOVE?

WHY MOVE?

Future proof your home with
a stairlift from the specialists:

Future proof your home with
a stairlift from the specialists:
Future proof your home with a stairlift:

INDEPENDENT LIVING
Tasmania’s
only stairlift specialist
+ MOBILITY

Personal
service
and
easy off
street
parking
Cnr
Sunderland
& Derwent
Park
Moonah
53
Sunderland
StSt(Crn
Derwent
Park
Rd)Rd
Moonah
Ph (03) 6273 8300

I

Contact us for a quote today:

info@mobility4all.com.au

P: 1300 919 406 or 6272 2966

www.mobility4all.com.au
E: info@stairlifttasmania.com.au
23 Derwent Park Rd,
W: stairlifttasmania.com.au
DERWENT PARK

Indoor and outdoor, straight and curved.

Indoor and outdoor, straight and curved.
• Indoor and Outdoor, Straight and Curved
Statewide
installation
Statewide installation and service.
• Tasmania’s
Statewide
installation
andservice.
service
onlyand
stairlift
specialist
•
Check
out
our
display
at
Mobility4All,
53
Sunderland
Checkout our displays at:
Checkout our displays at:
Contact
us
for
a
quote
today:
St
(Cnr
Derwent
Park
Rd),
Derwent
Park
The Independent Living Centre,
The Independent Living Centre,

Contact
us 919
today
forSouth
a quote
P: 1300
406
or
6272
2966
275 Wellington
Street,
Launceston

275 Wellington Street, South Launceston

STAIRLIFT SALES TASMANIA

E: info@stairlifttasmania.com.au
Mobility4all,
53 Sunderland Street
Mobility4all,
53 Sunderland
Tasmania’s
only stairlift Street
specialist
Straight
Curved
(Cnr Derwent •Park
Road),
Derwent Park
(Cnr Derwent
Park
Park
P:W:
1300stairlifttasmania.com.au
919 406
(localRoad),
call cost) orDerwent
(03) 6272 2966
• E: info@stairliftsalestasmania.com.au
W: www.stairliftsalestasmania.com.au
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